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The exterior company facebook

Turn on the volume to hear more address display tips! Does the roof of your York home require minor repair work or are you damaged by a massive storm? Are you worried that your roof won't survive another intense central PA stormy season? If you answered yes to any of these questions, call the Exterior Company's York Roof expert immediately. TEC is a
full-service roof, siding, gutter and window company that provides full roof repair and installation services to residents in the York area. We are proud to have the best craftsmanship and customer service in the industry. Contact us today! Installing a new roof can be a stressful, time-consuming and expensive job without the help of an experienced contractor.
The Exterior Company has the expertise to diagnose problems quickly and accurately and provide insight into whether repairs or replacements are needed. We partner with many leading shingles manufacturers, so we can offer a wide range of products to suit your budget and needs. Our goal is to provide you with the information you need to make informed
purchasing decisions. When your roof is old and damaged, it can lead to many problems that affect the health and value of your home. By calling a TEC specialist as soon as you think there is a problem with your roof, you can avoid growing into a situation that requires extensive repairs or a complete replacement. There are many narrative signs that your
roof needs repair: water damage inside: water stains on walls and ceilings usually indicate curling shingles on leaky roofs: if you notice curling or buckling shingles, it probably means they are not properly attached and need to be repaired or replaced. Moss and moss: Moss and moss carpets that grow on your roof will eventually lead to moisture damage.
Debris: The presence of debris on the roof of your lawn after the storm indicates damage that probably needs repair. Gutter granules: loose shingles granules in the gutter or flushing from your downspout after a storm usually indicates the need for roof repair work. Age: The typical life span of a roof is about 20 years, and as the age of the roof ages, the
chances of extensive repair work increase accordingly. If the total roof replacement is in place, the Exterior Company will perform a fast and professional installation. We understand that the roof is not just a pile of herpes applied planlessly, but a complete system consisting of accurate interworking of decks, ventilation materials and other important
components. Our skilled roof ensures a customized installation that will serve you for years to come. And pay close attention to quality control, you don't have to worry.For future repairs caused by shodi installation. We are proud to be recognized among the top 1% of contractors as Owens Corning Platinum Preferred Single Installer and have achieved the
honor of GAF Shingles Manufacturer and Master Elite Status. Learn more about our credentials and work with experts from TEC. Full Service York Roof Contractors to read client testimonials of real experience, and while we are known for excellence in roof repair and replacement, it is the only way we can service our customers. We also offer a variety of
services to restore and maintain the exterior of your home, including insulation, siding, grooves, spouts and windows. All the work we do complies with the country code and is completed to the highest industry standards. For additional details about the scope of our services, please visit our website to find out more about what we can do for your home and
visit our gallery of finished projects. Our goal is to increase value, safety and comfort as quickly and affordably as possible. We offer financing options for roofs that average $5,000 over a 97-month period, or start at $75 per month for a $0 payment on a zero interest payment plan. As a competent roof contractor in York, TEC can provide a fast and reliable
solution to these common repair problems as well as for more serious problems such as storm and hail damage. We will conduct a thorough inspection to determine the extent of the damage. Homeowners' insurance often covers some roof repair costs - we will also work with your insurance company if you choose to file a claim. Our team will complete the
roof repairs quickly and efficiently and we will conduct a final inspection to make sure the work is done correctly. TEC is an experienced, qualified roof contractor in York, PA with a reputation for providing excellent professionalism and customer service for any project, regardless of size or scope. Thanks to our customers, we have grown to the fifth fastest
growing construction company in the country. We back up the installation of our roof system with a 10-year transferable craftsmanship guarantee for your protection and peace of mind. Make exterior company the name that comes to mind when you need a roof. Call our York Roof Company today for a free quote! contact Greater Philadelphia, PA Phone: 610-
625-1460 Newcastle, Delaware 40 East Main Street, Suite 728, Newark, DE 19711 Phone: 3 02-357-3749 Jacksonville, Florida Jacksonville, FL Phone: (904) 496-0159 Philadelphia - Montgomery County Roof Philadelphia, PA Phone: 610-625-10s Maryland Roofing Annapolis, MD Phone: 410-988-2820 Bethesda, Maryland Ruffin Besada, MD Phone: 301-
788-3505 Maitland, Florida Ruffin Grand, FL Phone: 407-379-7811 Sanford/Lake Mary, Florida Roof Sanford, FL Phone: 40-377 Philadelphia 7777Mainline Roof Mainline, PA Phone: 610-625-1460 Orlando, Florida Roof Orlando, FL Phone: 407-379-7811 Chambersburg Roof Chambersburg, PA Phone: 717-553-0232 Reading, PA Reading, PA Phone: 610-
621-2700 Lehigh Valley Luffingley High Valley, PA Phone: 610-621 -2700 Scranton/Wilkes-Barre, PA Scranton/Wilkes-Barre PA Phone: 570-504-8320co Florida Phone: 321-735-0656 Lock Ledge, FL Rockledge, FL Phone: 321-735-0656 Mechanicsburg Roof Mechanics, PA Phone: 717-553-0232 Enola Enola Roof Company, PA Phone :717-553-0232
Camp Hill Roof Camp Hill, PA Phone: 717-553-0232 Harrisburg Area Roofing Harrisburg, PA 17102 Phone: 7 17-553-0232 York Roof Contractor York, PA Phone: 717-553-0232 Our mission is to provide the highest level of professionalism and customer service to all our customers. The Exterior Company brings clarity and organization to every job and
provides quality work that is completed quickly. We have been selected as one of the fastest growing 5,000 roofing companies in the country and have led our business to success without compromising the level of service we provide to our customers. We separate ourselves by working hard and giving back to the community. The Exterior Company is fully
equipped to accommodate the external emergency needs of your home after a storm. In the event of an accident or storm, make your first call to us when you need a roof contractor. Requesting today's consultation, our attentive and experienced representatives will be happy to answer all your questions and provide you with a free, non-obligating estimate.
Credentials Charity Social digital copy where you saw us Read this book before you put a roof company in your home! Behind the scenes with industry insider Ryan Hawke, he shares more than 10 years of experience in the roof and construction industry. Among you discover: - The first thing to do when a storm hits. - How to identify common storm repair
scams.- How to know if a contractor is trying to commit insurance fraud. - 9 questions you need to ask any roof contractor before you hire them. Email us at info@theexteriorcompany.com for your free copy! or 800-492-2938 The best way to sell something is to sell nothing. Gain the recognition, respect and trust of those who may buy Ryan Hawke Courtney
Balaweider 2020-04-22T01:37:42+0000 Our roof looks great! He was able to get us a quote. We are very impressed. Thank you Jordan!Read more Kony Proud Hummel 2020-04-21T19:18:53+0000 TEC has replaced our roofs, siding and gutters due to storm damage. Kirk kept us up to date.The work was on hold. Responded to COVID-19 when we had a
question. When work begins, the team works quickly and properly and is happy with the results. The whole process was easy from start to finish without any problems. Brad also helped pick out our color scheme. I highly recommend this company!read Audrey Lee Fowler 2020-04-19T23:24:03 +0000 TEC was very convenient and responsive. The work is
complete. Quickly and thoroughly. I am very happy with my new roof and have received very positive feedback from my neighbours. Evan and Tyler went with More Penny Bauer 2020-04-16T14:15:01 +0000 I had three estimates for the roof and tech roof (exterior co). I worked with Brad Gillis from the beginning. He was Great. Did all the leg work, gave me
the other roof they did so I could go see the colors. Their crew did a great job quickly and their cleanup was great. I highly recommend tech luffining. Penny and Gary Bauer Lancaster pa 17601read Read More Barbara Cortright 2020-04-14T21:53:50+0000 Mario DiCarlo inspected our roof for wind damage. He recommended that we contact our insurance
company (AAA). there is a possibility of sending out their inspectors to check on the roof. The inspector approved our claim and we were checked in two weeks. Mario was very helpful and kept us informed that we had thrown the whole progress. Our roof was installed in one day (amazing) and the Exterior Company did a great job. Mario DiCarlo has made
this process stress free and the pleasure of working together. He is an asset of the Exterior Company. We are a family of Colt lights and live in village Florida. read continued 2020-04-12T18:11:48+0000 TEC/Evan Rishek from start to finish was a great experience. I had siding, roofs and gutters. Complete. It was easy to pick a color from home for a quick
answer to my inquiry. I strongly recommend.Read more Jennifer Torres 2020-04-08T16:48:31+0000 Thank you for helping me and my family in these difficult times. It was a pleasure to thank him again for taking the time to help us.More Mark Mauger 2020-04-06T22:52:22 +0000 TEC did a great job of replacing our roof. They worked with our insurance
company and everything went smoothly. Evan... Lysczek has done a great job of managing everything to give us what we want. I recommend them to those who need a new roof.read more Sal J Noto 2020-04-06T22:31:21 +0000 I highly recommend TEC for your roof/groove and exterior needs. I had a very good experience with this company. I... I just had
my roof replaced and in particular I would like to mention project manager Michael Gotzchark. From the first day weIn clearing and submitting documents to the insurance company, it was nothing but a professional. I'm so glad I chose them to do my roof instead of some of the other companies that work in our development. I still have a small project to do and
that's what they're doing it!!!!! Read more Ryan Gonzalez 2020-04-03T18:53:20+0000 Did a great job doing our roof this spring! He helped me navigate the insurance process and did all my answers, questions throughout the whole experience. He went over several times. I will definitely consider using the company in the future for additional work.read More
Reading Leslie Platts 2020-03-27T19:58:15 +0000 Our TEC representative, Jordan Herr, was responsive and professional in his dealings with us. Our project is .. Complex and TEC has done a great job working through some issues that arouse during work. We are happy with the new roof!Read more Ted Wynn 2020-03-24T00:22:58 +0000 We contacted the
Exterior Company after seeing the neat and organized work they did in one of our neighbors' houses. After a hail storm hit our area. Ryan Raighardt was the senior project manager we handled. He worked with us at every stage of the way and was always available whenever we had questions. They sat on one side of our roof, gutter, and our house and
replaced it. Everything was done as Ryan mentioned and completed in the time frame we discussed. We could not be more satisfied with the work done by the exterior company and highly recommended. More Greg Snyder 2020-03-18T20:09:35+0000 Brad Gillis started it all and I couldn't be happier about how the process went. He guaranteed me that they
could. Quality work, do it in one day, work with insurance companies and be completely successful! Read more Raenette Rogers 2020-03-11T16:52:04+0000 Last week, we installed our roof along with 8 skylights. Our house looks absolutely amazing! From start to finish, they arrived early and they cleaned all the debris properties before leaving. We would
like to personally thank Shane Van Hobel for overseeing this whole project and make it happen! He answered all of our many questions and we really appreciated his patience as he explained all the insurance details to us. He is courteous, professional and very efficient in his work. I strongly recommend TEC because Shane and the team are doing such a
great job!!! Read more Mary Schneider Stophel 2020-03-11T12:29:54+0000 Robbie Groban made the whole process easier. We had a problem between insurance and TEC but it was resolved with everyone.All promised has been received.read more Joshua Koller 2020-03-07T23:47:05 +0000 I am very happy with my new roof. The work was done quickly
and efficiently. Ryan was great to work with and he was very .. Friendly and knowledgeable. Thanks for the great work! more Tracey Sanderson 2020-03-05T00:35:01 +0000 Read the great work, our roof looks great! We updated everything and did the acquisition. Our roof was easily replaced! read Heidi Holst 2020-02-29T21:48:35 +0000 Aaron came out to
see our property and was very knowledgeable and helpful with the problems we had. He was.... You can give us his experienced recommendations and we appreciate his expertise! thank you, Aaron! more Natasha Latin 2020-02-28T12:58:22 +0000 We worked with Brad Gillis. He did a great job throughout the claims process, explaining each step and
updating us. Along the way. I'm very happy with the actual finished project!Read more Ryan Boynton 2020-02-27T17:31:30+0000 The storm damaged many parts of my house shortly after I first bought it last year. (TEC), Ryan Reighardt came out personally to walk me step by step through the damage he saw and the repairs he thought he needed. He
voluntarily came out again voluntarily to assist appraisers from my insurance company and guided me through the entire claims process to make sure I understood everything that was going on and that I met all my needs. He helped us choose, item by item, what we could hold for the best repairs, parts and what we needed. Throughout the repair process, I
was constantly notified when the repair team was coming to my house and kept up to date with the situation. Their work was professional and up to the highest standards. I can't recommend this company enough and I strongly recommend using them for your next renovation/repair.read Continue reading Kevin Downing 2020-02-27T01:15:39+0000 Last year
our house The hail storm that came through our area was damaged. I didn't think it existed at first. After seeing both of my neighbors have TEC - exterior company signs were posted I thought I'd contact TEC coming out to inspect my house. Ryan Raighardt was the project manager assigned to me. From our first meeting until all the repairs were done in our
house Ryan was very responsive and great to work with. I'm sure we wouldn't have received approval to repair all of the damage to our home if Ryan didn't meet my insurance adjuster and point out damage to our roof, downspout, gutter and siding. My neighbours had the roof and siding repaired by the TEC before work was carried out on my house and they
both showed they were very happy with the work they did. After work at my house, ITEC did a good quality job and I agree with my neighbor that the repairs were done in a very timely manner. There are other houses in our neighborhood that don't go with TEC and theirs was done much later than both my house and my next door neighbor. I recommend that
TEC do your exterior home repairs and Ryan Leighardt becomes your project manager. Thank you Ryan and TEC for the well done work! I needed a new roof and Brad Gillis was very good and helpful in explaining, everything from start to finish. Brad was very knowledgeable and answered all my many questions. He had a good crew. The roof was all done
and cleared in a day. It was a great job for them all to do. I highly recommend TEC and Brad to anyone and I did it. He made the process very smooth. The roof looks very nice. I had a lot of wind and hail damage. Thanks to Brad Gillis and the crew for the well done job and read more Steve Fisk 2020-02-24T23:36:45 +0000 Due to weather damage, our roof
had to be replaced. I started working with Scott Moore, project manager at TEC.Scott. Accessible, patient, informative and concerned. He went through the whole project step by step and answered my questions along the way. Every time I asked a question, he was there for me. The crew who did our roof replacement were friendly, hardworking and very
thorough. They were considerate of our property and our neighbor's property. They never remained! Once the project was completed, they cleaned our entire property and left our lawn raked, free of nails and debris. I highly recommend TEC for your exterior needs. It is fresh to know that professional and responsible companies like TEC still exist.readLinda
Poslethwaite 2020-02-21T21:40:12 +0000 Our roof is just finished and we are very happy with the results. Our project manager, Quinn G., is knowledgeable,... Easy to work with and work well with the insurance company and stay onsite during installation. The crew worked well together and were very efficient. The cleanup was great! We would like to thank



Quinn G. for the success of every step of our installation! Read moreRexie Broderick 2020-02-18T16:09:09 +0000 Thanks to SO HUGE, the props go out from TEC to Bradley M Gillis and James Diff. From the time we contacted them. The completion of the project, everything was smooth! The crew showed up as expected, completed my roof and cleared it in
about six hours!!! My neighbor started the roof project three days ago, but hasn't done it yet. If anyone has a roof, if you're looking to call these people ! it's time for a must-see and an incentive to always do so in their time. ThanksGuys, you rock! more Steven Merrill 2020-02-15T22:08:00+0000 Brad and our experience to get a new roof at TEC
wouldn't have been smooth. Brad is a reliable, wonderful.communicator/facilitator and manages the whole process there. He explained everything to us, coordinated with insurance companies and over coached a no-nonsense team that offered us big jobs in one day. The biggest and most involved of residential roof work also recommends it. Continue
reading Jeffrey Goodin 2020-02-15T12:41:05 +0000 great. Ryan walked us through the whole process, in constant contact. The work was great. The employees were courteous and professional. Continued by Michael Pavone 2020-02-13T11:55:20+0000 Great job.Kevin was great. Thank you very much for the well done work! Matt Rogers 2020-02-
13T00:39:02 +0000 Overall my experience with TEC was great. There were hiccups along the way, but it was more associated with my insurance. When I was finally able to give them the green light, they were able to fit our project in an incredibly short time. Especially should shout Andrew T. I had most of the communication with him and his responsiveness
and rationality were second to no one. Even if we didn't like the roof (we've done so many things), I'd still want to suggest a TEC based on how great Andrew was. And I didn't have to put a claim into the insurance policy of the owner of my home, TEC people (Jerry Lujan.). - Projector Manager) It has become very easy to spend time with me from the
beginning to the end of the job and understand. I recommend them to my friends I have, and also to those who want to install a new roof in their home. Thank you for being there for us! more Chad Shusko 2020-0 2-06T18:31:30+0000 I suffered hail damage to my roof from a storm about a year ago. Andrew Torch and TEC did a great job. At my end it was a
seamless process with minimal effort. My new roof looks great! I highly recommend Andrew Torch and TEC for improved appearance to your home! More Linda Permar 2020-02-06T16:00:07 +0000 We are very pleased with the workmanship TEC has done in replacing our roofs, siding and gutters. Ryan... Reighard, the project manager, always answered
questions and made himself available to solve problems he had during the project. We certainly recommend Ryan and TEC to others in our area. More JimandTracy Tester Man 2020-02-06T15:26:13 +0000 Jerry and the team will help us through the process and put our hearts at ease. TEC worked directly with Inns. you don't have to. Great follow-up and
communication.Read more Gary PattonWorking with Andrew Torch throughout the process. From choosing roofing materials to co-signing final checks. We definitely recommend TEC for total roof replacement.read continued Linnea Bradford 2020-02-05T00:29:26 +0000 This company is beyond patients dealing with insurance and people are not doing their
part right. The work was done in a timely manner and they did a great job cleaning up. They are highly recommended and very willing to accommodate our customers.Read Mike Snyder 2020-01-24T17:48:50+0000 Pete was very professional, thorough and exceptional to work on our project. He explained, We handled it in advance and led us through every
step of the replacement! I look forward to seeing my neighbors and friends to Pete and TEC Springtime.read followed by Michelle Forrester 2020-01-24T00:55:43 +0000 a big shout out to Tony! He was patient and never rushed our decision. He was very knowledgeable about all the products, design tips, and construction processes. He made multiple trips to
our house before construction and after construction giving us time updates! Tony and TEC.read more Marla Lyon 2020-01-23T19:59:50+0000 We had a completely positive experience with TEC from start to finish. Our representative Michael L. always helpful, communicating, and professional, as he helped us through the process. The crew does quality
work efficiently and we love our new roof and sklylights! I recommend TEC to those looking for very new roof and exterior work! It was the person who supervised it. I'm sure none of my precious plants were ruined. I had a health emergency at work and he was very kind and sympathetic. I can give Andrew 5 Star for his character, work ethic and eager to
complete the excellent roof work. Well done! We are very happy with the roof.read continue Doug Stuart 2020-01-22T23:23:28 +0000 TEC was the perfect company to work with. Andrew was the perfect guide for us along the way. We just want to see *another shingles color* and always give us his insight into things. It's easy to feel from our elements when
choosing a new roof, so Andrew was caring and explained things in a meaningful way without being overwhelmed at all. There were few hiccups and what happened was treated like a pro. TEC (and Andrew) come veryMore Jorge Phelan 2020-01-17T19: 47: 31 +0000 professional, thorough, quick and very customer-centric. I had our roof and siding replaced
by TEC after external company Kelsey VonKaenel 2020-01-03T00:02:59 +0000 we recently suffered severe hail storm damage without booking. Joe, the project manager, was professional and did a great job of taking us through the process. He worked directly with our insurance company to make things easier and made things for us. He was very
responsive and knowledgeable, helped us put in our initial claims and even made supplementary claims when additional damages were found. When it came time to finish the job, the TEC team worked quickly and did a great job. Our 70-year-old home looks brand new thanks to TEC. We strongly recommend them to those who need similar exterior
work.read Continue reading Bethuan 2019-12-19T23:48:14 +0000 We completed the roof in October 2019. Everyone enjoyed working together and everything was done as mentioned. I'm very happy with Roof and the staff we worked with.read More James Dragot 2019-12-18T19:13:19 +0000 I had a great experience at TEC. The roof was replaced by the
damage of the hail. Shane, our project manager, is very .knowledgeable and very responsive. He helped me through the process and made it very easy for me. He came out and did a free inspection. We filed a claim and Shane gave all the details to his team and us. We knew him at every stage of the way. Once our claim was approved, Shane and his team
completed the job. Exterior companies are strongly recommended for external operations. Also, the roof replacement work was excellent. The roofer was very professional. They took things away from my house and replaced them with where they were. I certainly TEC.read more Fran Bethune Palmer 2019-12-13T19:13:05 +0000 TEC is professional and the
job is done as it said. There were no problems during the process. ... I highly recommend TEC for all your roof needs. I will definitely use them again without question.read continues Nimisch Patel 2019-12-07T13:59:08 +0000 Exterior Company did my roof, project manager Jerry Lujan - he is great to work with and the crew is very.. Professional and
courteous, they did my roof in one day, then I had a punch list for them and they did it in a timely manner, I'm happy with their service, recommend to others. More Barbara Geiger Crewell 2019-12-02T02:15:02 +0000 We traded roofs for hail damage. TJ Ames was our representative and very accommodating. The day they worked on our roof, he was on
hand to oversee things and answer questions. The roof was done in a day and looked great and the clean-up was perfect.crew who came to replace our roof and gutter. From initial contact to completion, our project.manager, Quinn was great. I recommend TEC to everyone, more Sandra Krisler 2019-11-22T22:01:48 +0000 TJ and my roofed crew were very
professional. My roof was done in a day and there were tears in it. Everything was cleaned up and looked great. Thanks for the work, they make my roof look great. We recommend them to others. More Robert J. Haffner 2019-11-21T22:31:02+0000 We contacted TEC and scheduled a quote appointment living in our house. Spout, they showed up for an
appointment on time and we talked to salesman John Odrosky. He left us some siding samples and said he would be back in a week with additional samples and quotes. I called Aldsky on November 13 and asked when he would come back. He said he would be able to get out to us in a few days as much as he was in the area. On November 21, I tried to call
Odroski without success. Later, I called the headquarters number and spoke with Roxanne, who apologized for the mix-up and said she reached out to Ordroski and his manager and let them contact me. I called again on November 18 and spoke to Roxanne again, explaining that no one had contacted me yet. I. She apologized again and said she would
have Aldrosky's manager, now identified as Ryan Riker, call me today. I called Inn later on the 13th and asked me to talk to Roxanne, so no one called me. I was told she was on the phone and would call me when she was done. It was 3pm and now it's 5.25pm and no one has been called yet. My hope is that this is a mix of all types and they call, I'm posting
this to hopefully get some kind of response from the company. We saw the work they did and got their name from their sign, but this type of customer service is deplorable! Read more Dorothy Dupuis Bento Graph 2019-11-21T14:09:04+0000 Friendly service, completed in one day, great clean-up, quality products, our representatives were polite,...
Knowledgeable, and prompt.read continue Charlie Campney 2019-11-21T00:09:31 +0000 We are very happy with TEC. Thorough work from start to finish. Our roof looks great. JuanQuiles 2019-11-20T23:12:42+0000 This company did our roof and did an excellent job. The process was easy and the clean afterwards was also great. I... Recommended for
everyone.Read Aubrey Holland 2019-11-20T14:18:54+0000 If you are going to get a new roof, this is your !!! They did a quick and great job!Ashley Kulp 2019-11-20T00:15:19 +0000 This was the easiest insurance claim I've ever filed. And we have Evan to thank!!! ... We got a flyer.Emails about the damage caused by local hail. I was hesitant to call because
there is a lot of spam now. I looked at the local house with their sign and thought why? Evan came out right away and we filed a claim immediately. He was here to meet the insurance guy, so we didn't have to. The claims process went quickly and the extras Evan needed handled all communications with the insurance company. Work days were here at 7
a.m., and tarps were all over the house. The roof had disappeared in about an hour. Evan was here to make sure everything was right for his needs. The roof was done that day. The crew cleaned everything up so well that they didn't know we did the job. Our gutter guards were done another day. I can't express enough how amazing everything has become.
Evan's communication was also great. Evan, thank you very much for everything you went for us, our neighbors and my sister right away!!! Read more Mike Witek 2019-11-19T19:44:14+0000 Our project manager was Jarrett Ward. He was great and always left the phone. We are very happy with our whole experience, from start to finish. The day our roof
was installed was very smooth and the cleanup was great. Thanks for the great experience.Read Matt Long 2019-11-18T18:16:18 +0000 Hello, my name is Brian Long, I live in Efrata, PA. We were recently put up with a new roof by the Exterior Company, and project manager Brad Gillis was immediately available at our residence from start to finish. He was
personal, showed great concern and showed consistent safety. He answered all my questions, explained the answers and answered them in a friendly and easy-to-understand way. As a follow-up, he made sure every aspect of the job was our best satisfaction and did so with a professional and friendly attitude. Also all workers Tambien Hueron Amable y Mui
Edukados. Our work was done in one day and the cleanup was exceptional. Thanks TEC great job! I recommend that anyone with a roof should do what TEC needs. Sincerely, Brian Longread continues Madeline Penino 2019-11-16T02:56:47+0000 Brad was an excellent conservation manager! I'm glad to work for you and recommend it to everyone!
Replaced our roof due to hail damage and we were very happy with the whole process. TJ and his team. This was a great and easy experience.Read Ariskazmielskisokoroski 2019-11-14T01:45:56 +0000 We highly recommend TEC. Our project manager Robert Turner was very professional and worked with us and insurance. led us through the whole
process. Roofs damaged by hail were replaced in a timely manner with quality materials, along with gutter replacement and neat cleanup.Jim Scalese 2019-11-13T16:58:21+0000 Great service, very efficient and clean.1 day and you have them there You wouldn't know that Reinemitz was 2019-11-12T23:49:26 +0000 to replace our roof from hail damage in
one day. TEC rep TJ was great. Walk us through every step and make sure. Very easy to work.read continued John Bryant 2019-11-12T15:57:19+0000 things made quick and easy for us. It's reliable and we've discussed it during the whole process. Thanks! Kara Gallagher 2019-11-08T18:45:38 +0000 Hello! Working with me throughout the Brad Gillis family
improvement project, he was delighted to work with him. He was always on time, flexible and very familiar with the home-centre process. Thank you for all the hard work and dedication your company has provided to me in this project! Continue reading Mary Lynn Deus 2019-11-08T13:17:07 +0000 Quality of their products, knowledge of their bosses, timeline
of their work, excellent cleanup Judy King Carroll 2019-11-07T21:16:14+ 0000 John and Thurman have always been helpful and professional. Great job. Robin Birchfield 2019-11-06T21:56:10+0000 Like many others in the Efrata region, we suffered hail damage. Our project manager, Brad Gillis, was very helpful. Get insurance on board and the project is
done in a very timely and professional way. Brad kept us up to date and was always available to answer any questions or concerns we had. Crews were meticulous in keeping property damage free and protecting existing landscaping during installation. We recommend Brad to our neighbors and many TEC signs have been posted in our neighborhood and
there are already some new roofs. We now have some comments on what our roof looks like. Thanks to Brad and his crew, more Susan Archer 2019-11-04T22:14:21 +0000 Tec Did a great job! I recommend it to everyone! Susan Allred continued Barry Boyer 2019-11-03T21:56:35+0000 TEC was very professional. On time! One day went very satisfied.
Highly recommended! Marimarie 2019-10-29T20:10:13 +0000 Project Manager was very helpful in working with our insurance company. He took care of any hiccups in .roof, siding, the process of completing a large project including the skylight of our house as well as a detached garage.read continued Dale Miller 2019-10-21T16:15:06 +0000 I had a great
experience with TEC. The roof was replaced by the damage of the hail. Robbie, our project manager, is very .knowledgeable and very responsive. He helped me through the process and made it very easy for me. He came out and did a free inspection, andThen, when I filed a claim with the insurance company, he made sure I was at my house to meet with
the adjuster to make sure my insurance company had found all the damage. This has helped a lot in making sure that my policy provides coverage for my entire roof. Some of my neighbors had insurance adjusters come out without contractors present and were denied or had partial roof replacements paid for by insurance companies. I highly recommend
exterior company for external work.read continued excellent work to replace our hail damaged roofs at 2019-10-18T23:54:27 +0000. Fair pricing. Cleanup could have been better. I had to be a recall of them. To finish some small work on siding, the person in charge of the project recommends working fun, thorough and easy. The roof then got caught up and
literally fought my insurance company and had the whole roof repaired and started over, costing me no arms or legs. I was very happy with the work they did and they went on and over there in the cleanup after that, this was one of the most professional roofing companies I've ever seen, I saw A+ continued Mary Ann Korba2019-10-10-12T19:09:57 +0000 I
recommend TEC to anyone. I mainly worked with Dave Allen. He was very patient with me. I had loads of questions and he answered them all. When the work started, they were very professional and finished the job immediately. The men who worked on my roof were also very professional and impressed with how hard they worked and how well they
cleaned my garden when they were done. Two thumbs up!   Read Mike Fiacchiano 2019-10-09T01:53:13+0000 We have been under contract with TEC since mid-June and were still waiting for the project to be completed. Not... I am satisfied with the lack of communication throughout the process. Recently, our siding/shivering has finally been replaced
and we have arrived home to find the tremors hanging over the house. There will be no return to them again for future work, the belief that the work of belief will be completed in a timely manner and sign a contract. read more Jane Hicks 2019-10-05T14:37:10 +0000 We recently got siding replaced by TEC, and very happy with the job. ... We were affected by
the hail and with Kirk's help, our claim was a fit of time. Dealing with insurance can be time consuming and difficult. Kirk made it easy and reduced stress. The crew that replaced our siding was great. The work took only about three days to complete and Kirks' inspection confirmed that he had jumped into our pool and the call was clear. Thank you very much
to Kirk and TECread Zack Nosen 2019-10-04T15:38:15 +0000 Kirk was great to workHe was clear and kind (often through communication, which is always best) and answered. Question from start to finish! read more Eleanor Dennis 2019-10-04T15:28:47 +0000 Our new roof looks amazing! Read more Eric Hornberger 2019-10-04T15: 20:19+0000 Great
experience from start to finish. Dave Allen made the project an easy and fun process and walked us through the whole roof replacement. I recommend this company to those who need quality work at a very affordable price.read More Jennifer Hopper 2019-10-04T13:14:55 +0000 Kirk Rookie did a great job of setting up my mom's roof replacement. He was
there every day to make sure of his work. It progressed smoothly and efficiently. He followed the questions and concerns my mother had. It looked lovely for my mom as he showed up on a 100 degree day to polish all the coppers. Kirk stopped every night to make me not lie down with anything that might hurt my mother's dog. Kirk claimed ownership of the
job and was responsible. There's not much to say that about contractors. He was excellent to work with and was very professional. We recommend him and TEC for roof replacement.read continued Karen Bell Fitzgerald 2019-10-04T12:22:17 +0000 We were there when we needed them! They made the process very easy. Thanks to Kirk and his team. We
are very happy :)! READ MORE John Wagner 2019-10-03T21:36:41+0000 Hail damaged at home in Pennsylvania. TEC helped the insurance company, so it was very .. Knowledge. We worked with JT King and he was very professional. He answered all of our questions and kept us informed about the procedure and timetable. He gave us his personal
phone number, 717-606-3133, so that he could answer any questions that occurred. We couldn't have a better solution to the roof problem, more Frank Ricori 2019-10-03T21:30:23 +0000 I can't say enough about how easy this whole process has been. Thurman was my project manager and helped him every step of the process. I decided to add a sofa and
a peritoneum for the amount of money I was able to save on my roof and Thurman helped with that as well. My roof looks great and I would recommend Thurman and the Exterior Company to everyone! Surprisingly, this started with a free inspection that I almost passed! They did a great job. Their team was professional and craftsmanship was the key. I
strongly recommend Ryan. If there is damage to the roof. Call Ryan!! Read more Marlene Greenman HellerWe worked with TEC and Ryan Raighardt and were really happy for several reasons. This was the work done after the measure.Hail. Professionalism: Everything was handled professionally, whether the crew was dealing with my husband or me. As
other contractors have done, I have never felt told or spoken to wait for them to talk to my husband. Communication: Ryan was easy to reach by phone or text, and working with his insurance company ensured everything went smoothly. Care of our property: The crew took care to cover shrubs and sidewalks, then thoroughly cleaned. Timing: As promised,
the roof part of the job took 1.5 days. Gutters and siding still need to be replaced and I have all the confidence that they will be done as scheduled, just as Ryan did a neighbor's house before us. Recommendation: Strongly recommended TEC!  Read Meredith Murphy 2019-10-01T12:05:08 +0000 Had a great experience with TEC for our roof replacement.
Very fast response time, easy communication. Travis.. It was great to work with and the workers were fast and efficient. Sarah Bomboy Bar 2019-09-30T23:03:54+0000 We recommend that you have no good experience with this company! Flat out they just stopped responding to our call. The guy was going to meet my husband at our house today and then
no show. Very terrible customer service. Now we need to find another company to deal with, redo this process and put the roof almost past the season. Read more Tom Gehrke 2019-09-14T11:05:01+0000 Roofing and siding work is excellent. Project manager Kirk Newkamer went on several times to keep me informed and especially assisted both before
and after the project.read David Hahn 2019-09-06T23:33:14+0000 TEC team was very organized and professional. The team did a great job of installing the roof and cleaning up when the job was done. We were very happy with the finished product. James, the project manager, communicated very well with us throughout the process. We definitely
recommend TEC!!! Read more Bob Shupp 2019-08-30T23:05:13+0000 We just TEC our roof. Kirk rookie project manager and his team did a great job. From.. Initial consultation and inspection straight to the finished product, which provided exactly what they promised. I was also blown away by the fact that we had a pretty big roof and they did it in one day.
High mark.read more Brandon Linton 2019-08-30T19:38:00 +0000 If you highly recommend the horrible experience with TEC, I would recommend others to look around before using them for anything. My house was completely confused on the first day they came out to remove the old roof that had damaged all over my housetar all over my house. My plants
were trampled and rubbish and nails were all over the garden. I have two small children who have expressed concern about many items and simply ignored them taking care of it and I prefer not to step on my rusty nails, so I finally had to clean everything myself. It was too much to count in the garden, so I didn't try to clean anything. Some items in my house
were broken containing multiple screens of windows and I was told they were too busy to fix these and they would give me money to repair myself. We still had some mix-ups and problems with the new roof that we don't believe was done properly because of the lack of pride in outsourced work and work. I don't know if this company will do its own work or
just subcontract all of its work. Read more Betty Theodore 2019-08-28T16:03:02+0000 We had the misfortune to contract TEC because they are storm chasers and are mainly jumping on people who have hail. We got James, a sales rep, and he persuaded my husband, but I have to get a new skylight because they couldn't get flashes because of our existing
skylight. I knew he wasn't telling the truth, but my husband chose to go with them anyway. We were not at home when the roof came. My mother-in-law was dying and actually passed the next day. When I got home, the roofer was in the wrong size skylight and they were too big, so they literally cut the openings to fit them. The roofer told me they didn't know
what to do, so they called the owner who just told them to fit in. So when they did it, dry wall was my family room and everything in it. I repeatedly called the owners and they did nothing. It cost $2,000 to repair the roof and skylights. We had them return cheap skylights and undo our old ones. So we didn't pay them until they took us to court. Apparently the
judge didn't care about our side at all, so he didn't make allowances for repairs, cleanups or the damage they did to our shrubs. We had photos, numerous text messages, none of which mattered. But do you know what's important? in the last two weeks, two people contacted me through other contacts and said TEC had issued an estimate!!! So, we may
have lost the battle, but I know those who need a roof NOT USE TEC.read Read more Sapan shah 2019-08-19T19:43 : 44+0000 TEC sent an account specialist to my 2 houses and determined that there was a great hail damage to my house and urged me to win the war. CarlVery non-professional (did not answer the phone, canceled the meeting at the last
minute). Eventually, the insurance adjuster came to inspect and determined that there was no damage at all. Carl just said the initial diagnosis of TEC was completely wrong and agreed with the adjuster (and a complete waste of my time). More Damita Becker 2019-08-18T13:56:57+0000 I loved my contacts, Quinn always goes back to me with the questions
I had and checks in to work. Make sure everything went well. We are very pleased with our new roof and the treatment we have received.More Pattian 2019-08-16T17:46:29 +0000 Boo of this company. How many homeowners and insurance companies told them they had a storm. Have you damaged the roof of my neighborhood? When I get flat tires from 1,
I read to you bill.read More Christine Reardon 2019-08-16T15:44:23 +0000 company overalls service was satisfied. I love the color of the new roof. Oksanadan 2019-08-08T23:08:08:09 +0000 Good experience, quick, on budget, Alicia Flynn 2019-08-06T21:28:28 +0000 TEC not only did a great job of replacing our complex roof after wind and hail damage,
they walked us. Step in the process with our insurance company. Ryan and his crew are clean, friendly and easy to work with!Read more Weiming Mao 2019-08-06T01:30:43+0000 Yosef, the project manager was very knowledgeable about both the roof and the insurance process. Our roof was replaced, only 2 weeks from insurance approval and only took 1
day. TEC did a great job Carolyn Landis Pittman 2019-08-01T16:58:45 +0000 I love my new roof! Melvin Kleinsasser worked directly with my insurance company and was very involved in the process from start to finish. I am satisfied with the quality materials and workmanship. I highly recommend TEC.read more Jaime Lang Haffner 2019-07-31T14:36:29
+0000 very TEC, especially project manager Josef Kamil. Joseph and TEC were professional in every way. Start at the end. Whenever there was a question or concern, Yosef answered almost immediately and worked on all the questions. Our new roof looks great and I wouldn't hesitate to use TEC and Yosef again. A+++ review! Read more Mark Han 2019-
07-31T01:30:20+0000 Very happy with the overall work done. Our roof was replaced and Carl did a great job working with the insurance company adjuster. The crew and materials arrived on schedule and they did a great job replacing all the roofs in one day! C is recommended. Professional, knowledgeable and easy to work with. Thanks Carl and the entire
T.E .C.Read more TiffanyGehrmann 2019-07-27T01:07:52+0000 We had such a great experience working with our project manager, Kirk Rookie, to get our new roof. We had some arye, damage and within a week we had a new roof. He knows what great customer service is. He was here after normal working hours to make sure all the debris had
disappeared from our garden. I would definitely recommend Him and Tech to any of my friends and family!!!!!! Read more Daniel Adcock Stin 2019-07-25T01:25:59+0000 I highly recommend TEC! Their customer service is great!Andrew went over when I needed to deal with my homeowner's insurance company and I can't thank him enough to handle
everything for me.read Continue reading Dave Stevens 2019-07-13T11:52:50+0000 Later in May the Scranton area was hit by a big hail and The vehicle was severely damaged. I... I knew I needed expert advice to access the damage. I called the TEC and made sure they needed to replace my roof. From the beginning, my experience with TEC and my
project manager Caleb Martin was enjoyable. Caleb went on the roof with the adjuster to make sure I was treated correctly and Caleb handled everything with my insurance company to make sure I was treated fairly. Many of my neighbors who suffered from the same hail were denied claims from insurance companies. On July 12, the crew arrived to replace
my roof. They were super organized covering the ground with tarps to catch old shingles and nails. They did super work from a wipe to clean my garden and even ran a huge magnet roller to collect nails, completely cleaned my garden and I recommend TEC to assist you with claims of very hail damage and protect you from adjusters who may not understand
that much. The only scam here is when you pay premiums and your adjuster and company reject your claim. Caleb was here to monitor the work that was actually being done standing up on my high roof to inspect and help. I want TEC to know that TEC is a true asset to your company, he explains every step of the process and has perfect customer service.
Much recognition to Caleb and the crew for making my bad experience with hail to full pleasure. TEC and Caleb.read Read More and Jenna Good 2019-07-11T02:54:22+0000 We had a great experience with TEC and our project manager, Kirk Newkamer. TEC didn't just complete our roof; one day Kirk was phenomenal. He helped us from start to finish
throughout the process. From finding the damage of hail, to dealing with our insurance companies, to appearing before dawn and getting everything out of the way for the roof person, especially cleaning once the roof is complete. Kirk came back later.Everything was leaving a light to make sure we cleaned up at different times several times. The last time he
showed up at the metal detector was to make sure all the screws and debris were properly cleaned up so that our children wouldn't get hurt! 0000 Exterior Company just finished our house with roof shutter rain spout. The newcomer to the project manager Kurt stayed in touch throughout the process who were here for cleanup after every Step 5 star. Read
more Tamara Shilling 2019-07-10T17:17:50 +0000 We just overdo our roof yesterday and we couldn't be happier. The roof group was very polite. We had a difficult roof and they started at 5.30am and finished by 6.30pm to complete the work! Excellent and we are so grateful! thanks again and again! followed by Tamara Shillingred Diadre Gorman 2019-07-
08T00: 01:01+0000 This company did their job very thoroughly and provided a very high quality roof! We... Highly recommended TEC! continued with Lianne Kelly 2019-07-01T19: 47: 33 +0000 fast professional work - replaced my roof in 8 hours and left my place spotless. I strongly recommend it. Thomas J Scanlon 2019-06-27T20:26:33 +0000 Great
Company Plus Great Workers. Daniel DePrimo Fediu 2019-06-26T14:17:34+0000 We couldn't be more satisfied with our whole experience, from the best experience we've ever had. Not nails or shingles to be found, Jarrett Ward, you are the best, thank you very much for the most enjoyable experience! Continue reading Sharon Iacoberi 2019-06-
25T01:48:35+0000 The company was thorough and professional. James Lilley answered and assisted all of our questions in a timely manner. With questions and concerns. I strongly recommend it!! Read more Kim Modenbach 2019-06-19T16:47:05+0000 TEC (Exterior Company) I wanted to share my experience with this company Rufers. Our house has
been damaged since May. The 13th hail. We suffered damage to the roof, siding &amp; screened porch. We're here to quote offers from seven or eight companies. The week before Memorial Day, Ryan RXXX; A senior project manager with TEC Ruffining stopped by. I talked to him briefly and my husband talked to him at length. What he and we read about
the company seemed legitimate. He told us he was going to Virginia Beach for a vacation, but would stop by next week to give us a quote. A few weeks later someone from the company came and was on the roofThat. He said he has what it takes &amp; emails a quote within hours. We haven't seen or spoken to anyone since. My husband and I have left
voicemail messages, texts &amp; phone calls &amp; nothing answered. I called the company's main number yesterday and the person who answered the phone told me she didn't know what was going on, but she would get in direct contact with Ryan RXXX &amp; someone would come back with me soon. I received a text message this morning saying their
production was booked for 12 months and they couldn't do my roof - I'm also hearing BBB.read continue Samantha Drennan 2019-06-17T15:09:25+0000 I received a call from someone claiming to have just left this place - he said I drove and stopped at the gas station. I wanted to give me a quote about our massive hail damage. Very forced and unpleasant
.read continue Steven Stedkel 2019-06-11T16:27:13 +0000 Got a new roof on Friday and we couldn't be more pleased with the work done by the Exterior Company. That was it... The joy of working with project manager Kirk Newkamer. Friendly service without BS. The work was done professionally in one day by a highly skilled roof. The cleanup was quick
and very thorough. We highly recommend TEC to anyone. Call Kirk Newkamer at 717-203-9569read 717-203-9569read Sandy Parente 2019-06-11T00:27:19+0000 The joy of working with Tony. Very responding. Excellent customer intimacy and service. Cindy Barkness 2019-05-13T15:30:17 +0000 TEC did an excellent job - highly recommended! He taught
us what to expect and answered my calls and texts very quickly. He paid special care so that the planting of our patio was not damaged. The crew was hardworking and respectful. We have a much nicer looking roof with better quality and the value of our house goes up and all we had to pay was an insurance deduction. Continue installing Samuel
Hernandez 2019-05-11T16:58:52 +0000 rubber roof without foam. Su Su 2019-05-04T15:41:03 +0000 TEC did a great job. They provided me with information throughout the process and the whole process went well. Clean up. It was very good. I highly recommend them more Judy Hague 2019-04-27T19:40:25 +0000 The first contact with your company was
Michael Gotzchark. one conversation, and we never looked back. In fact, I was posted on a local site where I was trying to decide which company to go to on behalf of TEC for Michael. One question went un answered and his team was professional and surprisingly fast! He was knowledgeable, understanding, kind and just amazing. Even though your
company is out of state (which worried a lot of people), he won over more people than local contractors. I felt likeIt was the best thing that ever happened to our area. He turned what caused him pain into a true blessing. We were actually happy because of the hail storm thanks to Michael. Whatever you do, he shouldn't let you stay away! Quality service from
beginning to end! My questions were always. Answered immediately, the completed work was remarkable. read more Kim Shaffer 2019-04-17T18:29:58+0000 They did a very nice job on our roof. They cleaned everything up and found hail and wind damage, with the veryProfiscondran 2019-04-13T00:58:10 +0000 JT King coming to do a roof inspection. He
helped me call my insurance company. He was professional, helpful and communicated every step of the way. My roof was installed today. The roofer arrived on time and worked hard to complete the new roof before it began to rain in the afternoon. The roof looked great and they cleaned up well after that. I recommend TEC for your roof needs. More Paul
Banks 2019-04-09T17:23:45 +0000 Hail storm came through our area and I didn't think anything of it until I saw TEC replace the roof of a neighbor. So I... I flagged their truck and asked about my roof. Ryan came a few days later, took pictures and found plenty of hail damage. The roof still had life, but I didn't want it to get worse, so Ryan &amp; I sat down to
find out the colors and details and good prices. Within a month I had a brand new roof in one day! Very good. Did it in one day too! The crew cleaned quickly and well. There are no shingles or nails left. Just like any other roof job I've seen. Great job! Read more Bill Fiochetta 2019-02-28T18:17:59+0000 When I met J.T. King for the first time and was
introduced to the Exterior Company, I was sure this team would get it. From my first meeting with an insurance adjuster to the final cleanup, my confidence was justified. The hail storm in May caused a lot of damage to my house - roofs, gutters, siding and trim. And now it's all like new. I also have a historic barn on my property with special roof designs and
materials that require attention to detail - all of which were provided by the TEC team. Thanks, J.T. and TEC are very much appreciated - for a job well done. Bill Fiochetta Red More Alicia Heine 2019-02-27T22:06:37 +0000 This company did a great job with roofs and skylights. Very professional great cleanup I couldn't believe how they finished the job. JT
King was great.read continued Christina Reichhardt 2019-02-27T20:20:23 +0000 This company is very professional and greatI recommend them to my family and friends! Christina Moore 2019-02-15T16:31:42 +0000 My development roof was replaced last summer, including skylights. This leak began in the first week of January. I came to the landlord's
attention, told me that TEC was difficult to schedule. They apologized for the problem. But both times they said they were sending people out to look into the damage, that person was a no-show. To date, the problem has not been resolved. My daughter's bedroom still has a nasty leak. During the installation the workers were very unprofessional. I couldn't
see the location of the toilet in the harbor. I caught one of the workers peeing behind my garden, in a tree line. My 10-year-old daughter pointed out that there was a guy peeing in the backyard. Workers also used me and my neighbors outside the outlet to power radios and various power tools without permission. At the end of each day, the job site remained
messy and dangerous. Tools are left around and nailed everywhere. My children couldn't play in the garden for more than a week. My husband picked up nails on the roof from sidewalks, driveways and gardens, but my daughter still stepped on one leg. In short, I don't recommend an external company at all. Photos are displayed from the latest to the oldest.
What was a small leak is now a big problem and will require more work than was initially necessary. Richard Vargas 2019-02-09T20:33:59 +0000 They did a great job on my roof. Thanks guys. Morgan Letandre 2019-01-14T11:06:13+0000 I am pleased with the work TEC has done in my house. They replaced the roof of my house and garage together,
replacing the three skylights that were leaking. The crew who did the work were quick, hardworking, comfortable and cleaned the work area. In addition, I have enjoyed working with TEC leadership. They were professional and courteous and explained every step of the process to me before work started. I am very happy with my new roof. I would recommend
them to friends and family and hire them again if I need another roof installed. From start to finish, they did a great job! more Chelsea Axe 2019-01-11T20:28:34 +0000 Dave from TEC was always very helpful and answered the questions we had throughout the whole process. We had a roof, lightly dressed! the process of putting on the roof only took a day,
but they cleaned well. read more Bob Balsalou 2019-01-07T15:00:22 +0000 prompt service from the first call. Travis started working together and was great at processing insurance claims from. The crew was very professional, neat, clean and quick. If necessary I will definitely use them again Tammy Mendes Snyder 2018-12-29T18:16:39 +0000 We have
replaced our roof and siding for this year's hail storm. WorkTEC was a great experience! We explained everything, including direct collaboration with insurance companies. He also answered all of our questions quickly and efficiently. The local contractors hired to do the work were highly skilled, professional and very fun. We are very happy with the finished
product. We highly recommend TEC to everyone! more Roger Hayes 2018-12-22T22:06:44 +0000 I was contacted by a TEC representative, Travis L., who examined my roof and worked with my insurance adjuster. Despite the very rainy autumn season, the roof crew had a very efficient and timely replacement of my roof. Thank you TEC!Continue reading
Cat Gilmore 2018-12-20T01:37:15+0000 Travis was great. Thank you. Well done work!!  Christine Kreisher 2018-12-18T23:33:26+0000 We were going our roof, I thought we originally did well. But when we returned from a week out of town. We noticed that the ceiling of the dining room was sagging, soft and cracked in certain areas. We called and came
out within a week to solve the problem they were loose and lifted nails with shingles. During the roof test, I came to find the shingles on the rear side cracked, chips, or cut! $12,000+ roof! We were told to send them a bill to complete the ceiling work and see what we could do until the refund. It's not good enough! They need to fix the ceiling at their cost. Don't
check your invoice and see what you can do. We don't pay this upfront or any money at all. They do a poor job and need to correct mistakes. This company is very unwieldy and we wish we had chosen someone else to do the job. If this is not addressed, we will take further action. **Update - The company paid for inadequate ceiling repairs. Really poor fix
work and what we had to fix ourselves once he was done. Just do yourself a favor and choose a different company More Matthew DeRose 2018-12-14T14:28:59 +0000 TEC was polite, expediency and efficient. There are a lot of moving parts、.. The Exterior Company often performed the task of communicating well with staff to ensure that disruption to our
business was minimal. My attempt to get some responses before finding the TEC.The roof company was in vain to fix our roof problem. The Exterior Company was expediency throughout the process and helped us in working on our insuranceWe also save a lot of time.read continued Brian S Strasmeyer 2018-12-08T21:32:41 +0000 We recently replaced our
roof with New York, PA Exterior Company Inc. They are family-run businesses and .family-owned owners, I like to support other such companies. Dave Allen, more Yesika Garcia 2018-12-07T23:55:50 +0000  TEC company did a great job on my ceiling. Services from the seller. I really recommend this company. More Daniel Gelati 2018-12-
05T21:53:42 +0000 My family experienced great results at TEC. We were in Connecticut and Tony was our project manager. I don't think I can.... I recommend him enough. Training TEC gives their project managers obviously second to none! Matthew Reichin 2018-11-28T00:36:39+0000 Wow! Read more! Luckily we have a great neighbor. CT, and one of
them called to tell me about a terrible hail storm that apparently caused extensive damage in our area. I don't know! He also recommended that I reach out to John at TEC. At first, I was very skeptical that a few neighbors were lobbying for us to use local contractors and had never heard of TEC. So, I did what you're doing - check out reviews and Google them
and more. They showed up legally and were able to answer all of our questions and concerns, so my wife and I decided to move forward with them. This has been one of the best decisions we have ever made. John and his team led us through a very complex billing process to make sure the whole house was covered (roof, siding, gutter, downspout, etc.).
John was in constant communication (we chose text messages most of the time, but we always answer the phone when I call! my wife and I finally got into CT last week and were amazed at how good the house looked. John helped with color choices, top notch materials and just the overall professional work. You can trust him and his team 100%!Read more
Jared Buringer 2018-11-20T17:33:37+0000 Jack Blair and his team from TEC did an incredible job. I was satisfied with the replacement of the roof and relieved that they cleaned up after such a great job. I recommend TEC based on their quality, customer service, and overall experience.readRead More Daniel Gottwolds Bowser 2018-11-09T19:43:23+0000
TEC just replaced our roof for hail damage and they did a great job from start to finish. Dave Allen was great,... As he actually goes beyond the other companies that inspected the roof by showing us the damage and explaining it to us. The team that came out to replace the roof is friendly and courteous and the roof looks great. They also did a great jobI
strongly recommend TEC, but in fact, I have already introduced three other families (two of whom have already promised to use TEC). Thank you for making the process easier. Alex Mountis 2018-11-07T23:40:59+0000 Amazing works. I am Maureen Mitchell 2018-11-04T23:28:46 +0000 Our family recently had our roof replaced by TEC! Sam was friendly,
patient and always willing to answer many of us. We had some hiccups on our screens and some fixtures, all of which were fixed or replaced quickly. In fact, they were good before the TEC people showed up at our house. Oh, and we also saved money from our insurance company for having a new roof! thank you TEC! Read more Vicki Vale Saunders
2018-10-29T16:36:41+0000 TEC stood out quickly from the start. Carl G answered all of our questions and made a thorough review. He worked with our insurance company to make this a very smooth process. The crew who worked in our house were efficient and completed the work in the amount of time told to us. Kathy Lubeck 2018-10-29T14:58:34+0000
Exterior Company will complete the roof replacement in October. It looks great. John is very friendly. Crew. Professional and efficient. The cleanup was completed very well. Recommended for your roof needs. More Eric Wikander 2018-10-28T22:51:37 +0000 TEC replaced our roof in October 2018 after a hail storm. The process was seamless from start to
finish. First, our .. The house was inspected by their staff and they walked us through the insurance process and attended for two inspections with our adjusters. From there it was a simple process. First, we delivered the trash can, then we delivered the ingredients. Then the crew came out and did a professional job of removing the old roof and installing the
new one. They cleaned everything up and left our property in the same way they found it. Travis answered all our questions and continued to provide us with sufficient information throughout the process. He was very reachable, immediately answered texts and phone calls all the time and was very careful about our needs overall. The work was completed as
expected, but nothing unexpected. I highly recommend this company.read continued Stephen Dillough 2018-10-25T02:11:06 +0000 TEC provided a great experience with our newly installed roof. Already I was a little nervous at the beginning of the process.. Immediately reassured by our excellent salesman, Evan Rishek. He was very patient, answered our
questions and came out many times to make sure we were happy and that was before signing the paperwork. Evan was equally careful not only during installation, but afterwards, always ensured that everything was to our taste. If you are in the York area, ask Evan and you will not be disappointed.2018-10-24T14:36:18+0000 The exterior company has just
completed my roof and I am very happy to know that I have a roof that will last for the next 50 years. I had some small problems and they dealt with them all and read the process briefly with my insurance company Read more Ted Trapeni 2018-10-23T13:39:39 +0000 TEC company is by far one of the best around. From start to finish, they worked with great
skill and precision, they were very professional and walked through the process of installing my new roof and ditch step by step. They did a great job and I'm excited about their work. I recommend using TEC to those who are in the market. Read more Chris Tantillo 2018-10-22T20:42:57+0000 work with good and take care with insurance companies. The only
complaint is that one of the workers left me. The front door opens almost overnight.read continue Ollie Sisson 2018-10-15T20:46:13+0000 Thanks to TEC project manager Yosef, you and your people did a  good job of replacing siding with our old roof. Robert Johnson 2018-10-15T18:30:52+0000 Exterior Company TEC Travis and crew did a great job of
replacing my roof after hail damage. Showed up. Please let me know the activity throughout the process, exactly on time as promised. I couldn't be more pleased with the work they did from start to finish. Reg Sevigny 20 Laurel Lane Berkhamsted CT 06063read Continued By Terry Stevens Olweiler 2018-10-11T00:55:45+0000 Recently replaced our roof
with TEC and am very pleased with the results. The roof looks great. Dave Allen was ours. Project manager and he did an excellent job explaining the process from start to finish. He also treated insurance companies that made things easier for us. The work crew showed up on time and immediately went to work. The crew worked very hard and it was done
in a few hours. The crew did a good job cleaning up after themselves.Read more Donna Braunbuchon 2018-10T12:35:41 +0000 TEC everyone is very nice but I feel like my project, they got in the way on their heads. We are finally our .. Three roofs after a few months (and I know it was a summer of bad weather). I received the wrong invoice and have one
part of the project that has not yet been completed. Our agent was stretched a bit thin and I think I should have used a different company. The installation was fast and the cleanup was great. The real people are great. I'm just eight months later and I'm still frustrated with calling to get the job done and fix their claims. I was offered a no deduction for reviews,
autographs and altos I asked a few times. More KristiGai Thylas Favre 2018-10-06T16:25:20 +0000 Tony Zirkov is great to work with in our roof work. The crew working on the roof are seriously kicking their ass and doing a great job!TEC came out after the storm. They identified hail damage and were very helpful through insurance. The roof was done in a
day and a half and the roofer was very professional. They took care to clean the garden and driveway when they were finished. The roof looks great and I definitely recommend this company! Dave was great and took care of all of our needs. TEC did well. We completed the work in one day as promised with our insurance company. If you need a roof, give
them a phone A+service. More Daisy Hernandez Joiner 2018-09-24T03:03:21 +0000 My experience with John Narenac representing TEC was exceptional. My roof rating is very detailed.. The work carried out was accurate and efficient and completed within 8 hours. The cleanup after the work was complete was also satisfactory. Everyone on the job was
very professional and courteous. John really represented himself and TEC very well. I recommend TEC to those who need a very new roof. Thanks for the well done work!Read more Susan Snyder 2018-09-20T19:51:37+0000 We finished our roof on September 19th 2018. It looks great. I'm glad John Narenac helped us with our needs. He did it.... Great job
following through in the whole process. Please explain to us all the different materials and what they are used for. Thanks to Ron and Susan Snyder. Chambersburg Pennsylvania.read Continue Lee Ann DeGilio Spear 2018-09-20T18:17:23+0000 They did a great job on our roof and sat down after serious hail damage. Cassandra Wyrick Helwig 2018-09-
19T22:50:58+0000 TEC is a professional company that has completed our roof with an emphasis on quality. Dave Allen was great by helping, we worked with insurance companies and by answering all our questions, he made the process easier and reduced stress. TEC services are strongly recommended. - Matt and Kathy Hellwigred More Cathy Malloy
2018-09-19T02:39:37+0000 We are in the process of replacing the hail damaged roof with TEC. He... Through the process of filing a claim, we came to choose color shingles (what makes our --- in a very good way). He definitely knows what he's doing and we recommend TEC to those in need of the work done in their home. Can't wait to see the final
results.Read more Amber Ravenbein 2018-09-10T17:07:37+0000 TEC worked directly with our insurance company to replace our roof after the storm earlier this year. Ct. It was an easy and stress-free process - I really had to choose the color shingles I wanted!All obviously to both my husband and me. I recommend TEC to those who want to make up their
roof.read continued Jerry Conway 2018-09-07T23:16:24 +0000 TEC is a professional company. Their employees are courteous, friendly and courteous. Dave &amp; Ryan was all too. I recommend TEC in the heartbeat. Jerry Creed Continued Shirley Parenteau 2018-09-06T17:06:07+0000 Recently we replaced the roof using TEC. From start to finish, they
were great to deal with. They are very .. Informative, helpful, honest and trustworthy. Carl was personally there for us to understand the process at every stage of the way and answer many of our questions. Despite being incredibly hot, the arriving crew was friendly and efficient. They showed up on time and finished work on time again. The quality of the
product and the work from the crew was great. I would definitely recommend them. Shirley Red More Amy Blazek 2018-09-03T15:20:44 +0000 I highly recommend an external company. After the hail damage, they reached out to us and offered to help promote. Then TEC installed a beautiful new roof in our house. They did a great job and it looks great! We
are very happy!!! Read more Ada Gonzalez-Wolfe 2018-09-01T23:32:10+0000 TEC did a great job replacing our roof. They were very organized and did a great job cleaning up. I am very .. Recommended!!! - Judd Wolfred More Nancy Bushmere 2018-09-01T22:51:44+0000 Our project manager Jordan took care of everything from start to finish. He
answered many of our questions and was here when our insurance company came to make its own assessment. The workers were courteous and respected our property. The whole roof is done in one day and it looks amazing! Read more Amanda Schraut 2018-09-01T15:55:16 +0000 TEC is incredibly professional and responsive. Dave helped us
tremendously through the replacement of the damaged roof of our hail, he explained the process in detail and answered many questions along the way. It was completed in one day and didn't need anything from us. We love the new roof! Read more Jackie Her Shell 2018-08-31T18:51:34+0000 Roof vent 1 leaked after the first rainfall after the new roof, so a
month or two. The second vent is currently leaking, but still a year. There have been no problems with the roof for more than 12 years before redoing the TEC. read Paul del Priall 2018-08-30T16:37:18 After calling +0000 TEC, Evan came out and gave me all the information I needed to know about the damage to the roof hail. Fix it. He was always answered
questions throughout the process. I never felt like something was not thoroughly explained to me. Also, the roof replacement work was excellent.The roofer was very professional. They took things away from my house and replaced them with where they were. It was a very hot day and they did their job efficiently and correctly. I certainly TEC.read or higher
Jennifer Robertson 2018-08-20T23:59:12 +0000 TEC came in after we experienced a severe hail storm and walked us through the process of talking to an insurance company. ... Our consultant, Jordan, met with an i surance agent to make sure I had a smooth transition and to take care of our hands. He worked hard despite many weather-related setbacks to
get us all taken care of. We have some small issues that need to be addressed, but TEC is on top of it!Read more Lisa Dinsmore 2018-08-18T16:59:26+0000 We have signed a contract with TEC. James is a super who works and negotiates together to get the whole roof; it's done when the insurance company only wants to pay half. We must have our new
roof within a month! thank you James Lilley and TEC! Jordan communicated with us frequently and responded quickly, in order to make sure everything went smoothly. The roof looks great &amp; we recommend TEC to those in need of roof repair/replacement!Read more Charles H. Lee Jr. 2018-08-17T02:04:40+0000 Exterior Company recently completed
the roof on one of my properties and did a really good job. My brother.... A person who lives in the property said it was fun to drive down the road and feel at ease seeing the new roof. Their representative Joseph Kamil walked us through the process and worked with the insurance company to make sure all the work was covered. I would definitely recommend
them for all your external repairs! more John Kaufman 2018-08-15T23:33:40 +0000 They kept me informed of the work schedule on an ongoing basis and the quality of the work was good. Linklaus 2018-08-14T23:56:11+0000 5/15/18 After a severe storm, I suffered hail damage to my house and shed. I emailed three roof contractors to inquire about the
estimate to repair. Within 24 hours Carl Gallagher was in touch with me and came to my house to discuss the process of estimating and what to expect in terms of insurance companies, accepting quotes, materials used, expected delivery times, etc. From the beginning and throughout the whole process, I am very pleased with the professionalism and quality
of work dealing with exterior companies (TEC). Carl Gallagher and Blake Aston are great to work with and I would be happy to recommend them. I've never been involved in filing a claim, so explaining every step of the communication and process was an important factor for me. ~ Linklaus, Granby, CT.read more Moon Lee 2018-08-13T16:47:23+0000
Sam,Project Manager was very helpful in setupThe roof project is from start to finish. Any question or .. The concerns we had were very quick for him to respond back. Definitely recommend TEC for great communication and work!More Sheyrel Bauby 2018-08-11T21:43:06 +0000 My roof was heavily damaged during a storm of severe hail and had to be
replaced. I am very happy with my experience with my new roof and exterior company. The speed, quality and cleanliness of the installation was impressive. But the best part of my experience was how easy it was for TEC to file a claim with my insurance company. James Lilley(TEC Project Manager) handled all the paperwork and the necessary
communication. James and TEC! read Jessica Tsaptsnos 2018-08-10T20:01:30 +0000 From the initial inspection to the completion of the new roof, the skylights and gutters were less than a month old! TEC.. The insurance company is perfect and no one hiccups. The materials, trash cans were all delivered and we were ready to go when the roof crew
arrived. The roof crew began to tar my entire house and get to work, with special consideration for my pool and all my landscaping. Crew, nine, ran like well-an oiled machines. The whole job was done in two days and when they were done you couldn't even say that no one was even here except for the gorgeous new roof, the clean-up was perfect. I can't
say enough good things about TEC from our project manager Carl to all the hardworking crew who went like gangbusters on two of the hottest days so far this summer. TEC is recommended for those looking for roofs, siding, windows, etc. The crew was great. Sam Martin, project manager, walked through the process from start to finish. Excellent
communication!Read more John Riley 2018-08-09T20:26:10+0000 Exterior Company did a great job on our roof. The project manager, JT Wang, walked us through the whole process. The workers installing the new roof were very courteous and quickly installed shingles while maintaining a professional clean work site. I highly recommend any of the exterior
needs of your home.More Carnbuy 2018-08-07T20:29:19 +0000 We are very happy with the workmanship and quality of our new roof. Thanks to the quick Mitch and the crew. thorough work done on our roof! Read more Michele Francoski Baranda 2018-08-02T18:17:51+0000 We had a great experience with the installation of the new roof. The crew worked
diligently and neatly to create the whole process. Our roof looks great! More Dina Metalo Spangenberger 2018-08-01T00:06:12 +0000 Hello. We are in the middle of a scheduled roof restoration. Jordan came out and told us we were damaged by hail. And we recommend contacting your insurance company. WeAnd they agreed. The TEC must restore the
roof by the end of July. Today is the end of July and we haven't heard from them since we agreed to let them complete the work. Now I know it's raining quite a bit, but the call would have been good. So at this point, the roof work was not done and I was writing my review, so I received a call to make sure they were running at least 2 weeks late (for my post). I
was also told by posting a comment that I would receive a discount on my service, but now he told me it was only for june, but when we signed the contract he said nothing about the time limit for comments because he asked when they expected the comments to be posted!!! Now I'm heading to a really unhappy boulevard :( so I'm eating some humble pies at
this moment. I just met with TEC people and said about the end of June for a post with nothing about my comments. Well, I've been showed an email since the beginning of June with the information. I apologize to everyone. my mistake. And yes TEC gives customers a small discount to post. Good, bad or indifferent post! I just wanted to be honest.Someone
else read Richard Carr 2018-07-26T00:17:07+0000 We definitely recommend this company, we were recommended to my wife's friend.Joe gave a true quote and.very professional. He answered all our questions and was pleased to work with us. Heather is also very professional and thank you Chad Stella 2018-07-24T18:55:22 +0000 I am very happy with
the service I received from everyone at TEC. We will do the process quickly and thoroughly. The upturn was also impressive. I highly recommend! more Valerie Gales McDowell 2018-07-19T21:09:11 +0000 I have an excellent job of my new roof I love that it was on time, cleaned up all the mess and recommended them to everyone I know. :53:48+0000 give
them quality and very satisfied call red. Sam was great to work with throughout the process. Judy Becklobos 2018-07-14T01:47:00 +0000 We had a great experience with Exterior Company. I met with JD a week or two before the roof was installed. We showed, he has our vast garden at the back of our house. For our garden, JD said it plans to remove
shingles by taking them over to the front so that nothing damages the backyard garden. And that's what they did. Our roof was installed yesterday, all in one day and it looks good.More Robin C.Vernick 2018-07-10T20:31:03 +0000 TEC team was happy to work together. Evan Rishek was great, fun and thorough! The TEC crew is .. All excellent roofing
shops!And we highly recommend their service to everyone. Ronald &amp; Bobby Cohen of Lightsville, PAread continued Mia Jansen Vallone 2018-07-09T22:15:14+0000 Our new roof looks great! We are very .. Satisfied with our new roof and highly recommended TEC. Workers showed up immediately in the morning and the roof was done by dinner time.
They also did an excellent job cleaning up all the debris. Thank you TEC!! Read more Claire Jaffe 2018-07-06T23:49:24+0000 With the damage to the roof caused by the recent hail storm, we reached out to TEC and it was a pleasure to work with them. All the people we have dealt with so far have been very friendly, helpful and informative! TEC Jordan
Herr's sales representatives had our experience. Very fun he is very knowledgeable and we are sure he will continue to keep us up to date on when the roof replacement will take place. We recommend that the start of the TEC.read or higher Tam Tao 2018-06-30T15:53:04 +0000 process went smoothly. James Lilley did a good job of explaining the
quote/quote process, which can be confusing if the insurance company is involved. It took weeks for the work to take place without much communication about when to actually start work. When they came here, the work was done in a day, so there was no major disruption to me or my neighbors. Around the garden there are still some nails scattered around
and some of the flower beds need to be fixed. Read more Darlene Patterson 2018-06-28T19:24:34 +0000 working in great company! I definitely recommend Kadi Rubier-Grachewski 2018-06-28T17:29:00+0000 Exterior Company. We had severe thunderstorms in our area and a lot of things happened. Hail. We weren't sure we were damaged, but we thought
it was best to get a professional opinion. When I first reached out to them about doing the inspection, someone emailed me back within a few hours and by the end of the day I had received a call from James, who was our project manager. He came out to our house a few days later (actually on holiday) and did his inspection and explained everything to us in
detail. Our insurance adjuster was out a few days later and James was on the scene earlier that day and walked through the roof/damaged area with the adjuster to make sure we weren't in a hurry and saw no damage. We got approval on the spot. James put together a quote for our adjuster and cut us the first check that day. We were going to complete the
roof on Thursday. On Wednesday afternoon, I received a phone call.The crew finished their last job early and wanted to know if they too could start our house a day early. We happily allowed it and we had a new roof within a day and a half and it looks great! They cleaned up very well too. My husband and I have not paid our own money dime to TEC. They



work directly with insurance companies to make sure they pay the exact amount (including small things like reinstalling satellite dishes) and don't get stuck waiting to be refunded with insurance. TEC also has the option to help homeowners with the cost of your deductions (i.e. if you have a sign in your garden or are referring to someone to use them, they
take a certain amount of your deductions for you), my husband and I have helped tremendously. Also, check all TEC credentials. That's the first thing I noticed when I was researching the company I use and it reassured me of my decision. We stayed home during the hail storm in May and found it tough. A... A number of homes on our block reached out to
TEC in front of us after the storm and spoke with them, so we contacted them to inspect our roof. Mitch came out and confirmed the damage and clearly instructed us how to proceed. The co-adjuster of our insurance company has agreed to the TEC inspection. We expected to replace the roof in about 4-6 weeks, but TEC was able to start a few weeks early.
We now have a brand new roof. It looks beautiful. The workers worked efficiently and hard and cleaned up thoroughly. One of our window screens was accidentally sliced in the process of removing the old roof. I pointed this out to Mitch that morning on one of his many visits to oversee a team of workers. He said he would have it repaired at TEC's expense,
and he had it repaired that day. I highly recommend TEC for your roof needs.Read more John Matt 2018-06-27T23:31:40 +0000 They were quick and professional. Well done Ivy Huhn 2018-06-27T23:11:41 +0000 We replaced the roof this week and we were really impressed with the results and its cleanup. Dave was easy. The job and his crew did a great
job! Owens Corning's reputation and TEC's craftsmanship guarantee were important to our decision. We dealt with three project managers, from the initial inspection to the installation of the roof. JT, James Lilley and Josia Tucker. All very professional and fun to work with. The people I met in the office were quick to help me with my questions. But a few
things to watch out for. We've experienced a little shortageWhen the trash can appeared unannounced &amp; placed in front of our garage door, we wish we didn't have to take the car out of the garage. Also note that edge flashing comes in multiple colors and should be discussed during your contract signing. I'm glad to be home during the installation to
catch a completely different color since our siding, but after the call to Jossia he politely discussed my concerns and he stopped by my house to confirm the choice of colour and immediately ran the workers to the supplier for edge flashes matching our siding. At the completion of the project, I pointed out some damage to the garage gutter and a couple
shingles. Jossia said he would be replaced. We are still waiting for this repair work, but I am sure it will be completed soon. The workers who did the installation looked very conscientious about their work and our property was cleaned up pretty well. I can't imagine juggling projects constantly because of the weather and changes. This leads to a breakdown in
communication, so my suggestion is that you need to keep in touch with your project manager. For us, our main project manager, James Lilley, was on another project out of town when our roof installation happened, so Jossia stepped in and doubled the workload of work that day (and I'm sure the other day too), I honestly didn't feel that my house had the
attention of a project manager like my neighbor Pam Landis. This is the type of project I only want to experience once, but I would certainly have TEC do the job again. Steve Coxred continued Janice Rayzur Estabrook 2018-06-24T17:08:56+0000 TEC reached out to us when some of our neighbors experienced hail damage to the roof. We were thoroughly
grateful for the trials and photos taken of our roofs where they showed decisive damage. Through the insurance company, TEC immediately helped complete the process and received a new roof this week. In a 12-hour day, our roof is completed, including a new skylight, and it looks great. They paid attention to our property and were cleared before leaving.
We were very happy. Friendly and professional staff!Read more Jennifer Ferry McCloskey 2018-06-21T20:09:37+0000 Dave Allen took care of us through the door. We were skeptical at first because we didn't think it was insurance. The company covers the damage of hail on the roof. Dave not only covered our roof, but got us a new siding as well. Dave
wanted to make sure he got the right siding, so we had to wait a little bit to get everything done. They completed the roof one day and the siding took place on another day! Dave also confirmed that he had spoken to the insurance company for us! Emailed three roof contractors for their processGet an estimate of the damage, and some other questions as I
didn't have to file a claim under my homeowner insurance and wasn't sure what it would involve. I requested to receive a response by email or text for a hectic work schedule. Exterior Company (TEC) and project manager Jordan Herr were the only companies to comply with my request. Jordan came to my house as scheduled, inspected the damage and
sent me a photo to submit to my insurance company. Jordan was also present when the insurance company's claims examiner came to my house to assess damages. TEC's entire experience with Jordan was handled in a professional way from the initial estimate, despite the review and signing of contracts for repairs. Communication at every step of the
process is excellent. Jordan considered my availability when scheduling appointments and informed me when I wasn't needed, so there's no need to adjust my work schedule. I strongly recommend TEC and Jordan to any of your roof and siding needs. Victoria J.read Continue listening Joanne Williard 2018-06-18T21:17:11+0000 Our roof was replaced by
TEC last week. They were great to work with. Quinn communicated regularly, their work was professional and exceptional. I highly recommend TEC!Read more Elisa Emperor Crumb 2018-06-11T23:41:31 +0000 TEC re-changed my roof and it looks great. The roof took place in over a day (my roof is BIG) and my project.manager Jossia was in touch with
every step of the way! After reading the review, I called it Tec. It was very quick. Our insurance officer said I made a good choice. Insurance adjusters and TEC met at our home and immediately determined that the roof was badly damaged. I am very happy to read TEC.read More Sarah Wolf 2018-06-08T16:38:18 +0000 Exterior company replaced our old
hail damaged roof. They did a great job and were efficient. They happened.. Damaged our rain sn out, but they came out sorry and quickly replaced it with a new one. Our project manager, Mitch, was great to work with. I recommend those looking for a new roof to use TEC!Read more Joel Baffinton 2018-06-06T14:58:35 +0000 We experienced wind damage
due to the storm that came in the spring and I saw Jordan Herr come out. ratings for us. We filed a claim and his team and Jordan gave us all the details. We knew him at every stage of the way. Once our claim was approved, Jordan and his team completed the work in one day. Our family isGrateful, satisfied and completely satisfied. They were professional,
the work was efficient and their cleanup was perfect. Thanks TEC for the great work! - Joel B, Ritats PAread followed by Ryan Christopher 2018-05-26T19:26:28 +0000 For the hail storm, we had to replace our roof and gutter. We are happy with the level. TEC does the work of communication, professionalism and quality. They will make the process easier
from start to finish, definitely recommend them to others and reach out to them for future needs. We gave the roof and JD, the hail and wind damage to the project. The manager was our speaking partner in the interaction with the insurance company. JD stopped and went through the whole process and options with us and it was just useful. His team put the
roof on in just one day and did a great job cleaning up after themselves. I'm very happy with their work. Thank you very much!! Read more Shaunna Ryan's Steer 2018-05-23T00:50:17+0000 Exterior company has replaced our old and hail damaged roof with a beautiful new roof in our house. We had a significant amount of damage from a couple of previous
storms and they worked with our insurance to make sure our roof was replaced. They came out to take pictures and came out to meet with our insurance adjusters again. They seemed to be a bit of a backlog at home in our development in the fall. But they were able to replace our roof in early spring. They were pretty beneficial to the process from start to
finish and the work was done quickly. Continue reading Nora Farrell 2018-05-22T17:02:49+0000 Absolute pleasure working with TEC. On May 10, our house in Stewardstown was damaged by hail. They came out and talked, with us. I worked with insurance agents and us. Jordan Herr is very professional and understanding. I highly recommend TEC, if you
need a project manager, cobtact Jordan Herr, you won't be disappointed. TEC is also doing our daughter Roof.Read More David Mohan 2018-05-20T15:57:12 +0000 TEC and their people were very impressed. The project manager met with our insurance adjuster and confirmed everything. Thank you very much! more Pam Falkler Nan 2018-05-
14T22:47:20+0000 Very impressed by the salesman who came to my house. Very nice personality and thoroughly explained Andrew Barnhart 2018-05-10T01:04:29 +0000 very good service. Dave Allen was great to work with! 2018-05-08T17:55:45+0000 John Watson 2018-05-01T16:46:37+0000 We worked with David Allen after the last PM left. He jumped
in without jumping a beat. He even called to let me know some debris that had fallen into our bathroom.is installed. Typical and expected, but still appreciated the call. The installation started and completed on the same day and the cleanup was very thorough. I certainly talk TEC around the neighborhood.More Warren Groff 2018-04-27T13:29:04 +0000
Jason, my project manager and TEC office team were the best! Make the first call to file a claim to process all the paperwork to get my full decommissioning payment after the roof is installed. Lauren and Heather helped me with all my other questions when I called and stopped by the office. Great support, friendly and professional. I couldn't be happier if I
would have come to my house to inspect my roof for Dave Allen more Glenda Baker 2018-04-26T15:43:34 +0000. He took care of everything. All I had to do was make a claim through my insurance company. He met with them and did all the paperwork. This company is doing a great job. read continue to shout to Matthew James Reid 2018-04-
23T02:12:28+0000 Joey Brennen and the entire TEC team, doing a quick, easy and professional job. Replaced the damaged roof. I'm willing to recommend TEC companies to everyone and just add bonuses - they have a 50-year roof guarantee (which is a beast of a business)! Read more Johnson fans 2018-04-19T01:48:32+0000 great job!! Definitely
recommended - Roof is a great good service Jeremy Garling 2018-04-18T16:18:18+0000 This review is by LongerLing. TEC did a great job of replacing my shingles roof, which was damaged by hail. I would do so. Highly recommended them! followed by Ron Garlingread and Kathy Scheid 2018-04-16T20:15:15+0000 TEC did a great job. James was easy to
work with. Alicia Glasmeyer 2018-04-14T20:05:15 +0000 It was a great experience from start to finish. The project manager was very good at the product, patient with our questions and answering the questions that came outside our meeting in a timely manner. The material is quality, workmanship is quality and our house was given a positive comment
within a few hours of completion. The work was done in one day and they kept all the litter and nails clean. Jackie Hirschberger 2018-04-06T01:50:09+0000 After we worked with James and after he found out, our insurance company confirmed that we had hail damage to our roof.Chimney. He was super helpful, easy to get his hands on and the process was
easy. Brianna Holmes Penny 2018-04-04T20:31:15+0000 TEC did a great job on my roof, so thank you TEC for making the process easy. I experienced some damage during the April hail storm, but was not aware of the way it was substantial. TechMy roof at a phenomenal price and it looked great. But while it looks beautiful, the true test of quality can only
be determined by Mother Nature. Recent wind storms have wreaked havoc in my neighborhood. There are many houses around me with siding, windows and roof damage. But my endured is still beautiful. I called my sales rep Joseph and explained to me that my roof was guaranteed to withstand 130mph with four nails and had six claws. We were hit by
hail. Roofs and sheds, he worked directly with our insurance company and took care of everything! super busy, I appreciated the flexibility Mitch provided throughout the process. The roof looks great! thanks, Christine Miller 2018-04-03T13:46:37 +0000 After numerous quotes, we made TEC to do our roof and gutter. We sit down with project manager JT and
he can fully explain and understand our vision. All the best plans always seem to have hiccups. We have some mis-communication and of course we have the unexpected extras that the old house always offers. The roof crew did such a great clean-up that the flowerbeds in front of me were ready for spring, the Fascia crew was not neat but very thorough
and the groover was fast and neat. I was extra excited when a small area above my cat was sealed with a sofit to give an extra pop to the entrance of my house! Our house finally has the curb charm we wanted! more Peter A. Severgandio 2018-04-01T02:14:32 +0000 Great work with JT showed all the damage of my house, roof and alum. Siding, gutter and
shutter and damage.kupara. His workers did a great job. The house looks great. Cleaned up after job. We recommend this company TEC to everyone. Thanks, Pete Red continued Danni Severgandio Kumera 2018-03-31T13:09:48+0000 worked with JT. Then a great cleanup. Great experience. Definitely... Recommend them! Pete and the Severgandio
family.read continue Kent Anderson 2018-03-27T13:39:28+0000 TEC was great to deal with. We easily helped through the insurance process. Dave Allen communicates very well and the working product is very good. Thanks, Brian Bauer 2018-03-12T20:49:08 +0000 I just replaced my roof for a hail storm from September 2017. Joey Brennan was great to
work with, communicating in a timely manner. I often texted him questions and he was more than patient! When I got home, the garden was picked up and no nails were found. I have nothing to say about TEC. Very easy to use! ! Read moreSalvadia 2018-03-10T15:13:59 +0000 Our roof is finished with timely problems and looks great! James Defenderfer
was great to work with and very.recommended! - Kyle &amp; Sarah Patrick Limore Angie Leonardo 2018-03-01T03:01:10+0000 We had a great experience with project manager Joey Brennan. He made the process easy and helped with the processing, everything with our insurance company perfectly. The installation of the roof is where we found some
problems. The crew who came to work on our roof were quite confused in our gardens and flower beds. Some of our plants were also damaged. The workers quit their jobs with tar on our siding, flashing damaged aluminium and the strange arrangement of vents on our ridges. Joey can be very accepted to address our concerns and has been told that siding,
misguided ridge vents and damaged aluminium flashing issues will be improved. I expect this process to be expedited and the repairs completed correctly.More Many Bua 2018-02-21T04:36:31 +0000 TEC has assessed the condition of our roof quickly and easily after the hail storm. We didn't plan to replace the roof. In the near future, TEC has helped make
unforeseen situations stress-free. They worked with our schedule and our insurance adjusters to quickly submit a quote. Dave recommends a selection of colors to complement our home and the finished product looks great. With the cooperation of good weather, they started working ahead of schedule and promptly installed our new roof. The crew cleaned
up all the debris during the process and left nothing but a shiny new roof. TEC's customer service is great and I highly recommend it. More Tiffany Winger do Bogardas 2018-02-15T14:31:59 +0000 We are very happy with TEC, we recently purchased a house and found that after a few months our roof had been damaged by hail. ... This was really our first
homeowner project and it couldn't go smoothly! The work was done immediately and we were very happy with the material cleanup at the end. Gary Roberts 2018-02-08T14:31:05 +0000 I had a very positive experience with TEC - the project manager came out very quickly with all of us. The neighborhood seemed to need their services. He proceeded with
me the usual exploratory research on roof conditions. He discovered there was damage, pointed it out and then started working with my insurance company. A project manager at TEC came out on Sunday (leaving his family) and thanked the insurance agent for meeting with the insurance agent, which was the only time they could meet. The professionalism
of the workers was also a pleasure.The work was done for convenience. Please very much the choice offered to me.read more Mark Martella 2018-02-04T14:22:05 +0000 JT did a great job throughout the whole process. All work was completed in time and above standard. Great Company.I contacted TEC when I divulbed the damage of hail to siding in our
house as you siding.read more Rob Krause 2018-02-02T20:27:38 +0000. Jason Groff came out and inspected the siding. And the roof as well. Jason was readily available throughout the restoration process. We haven't done our job yet (weather doesn't cooperate), but I'm sure it will be a quality job. TEC is a very professional company and we will not
hesitate to deal with them in the future. I will update this review after the work is done.read more Brandon Baker 2018-02-01T01:14:16 +0000 My family worked with Tyler LaMarie from TEC. He worked together very easily and was very helpful and patient. Tyler communicated with us at every stage of the road. We are very grateful that Tyler visited our
neighborhood and noticed the damage of hail to our roof! They did a great job of cleaning after that. Karen String 2018-01-28T17:33:08 +0000 They were easy to handle, helpful and very professional. They easily got our new roof and gave us, part of the heart. Very recommended.read more Harry J Allen 2018-01-22T18:07:52 +0000 Working with John Tyler
was both very knowledgeable and helpful. Our roof was installed on time on schedule. The workmanship was good, had some complaints about the damage to the screen and siding. But TEC worked to get things right. There was confusion about the last insurance check. But Tyler was also thys with this. I will use TEC service in the future.read continued
Jeffrey James 2018-01-22T02:13:59 +0000 We worked with exterior company JT. He came out to our house and was thyself to find the hail damage we had received. Immediately. JT explained the process in detail and kept us in the loop we rated the most. When they were ready to work on our roof, they just started another project (a series of unfortunate
events), so they showed great flexibility. But they simply got to work when the house was available without any problems. In addition, our insurance was not measured correctly and they still did their job and waited for supplementary checks to come instead of us paying out of pocket. We couldn't ask for better work and better communication.read Continue
reading Tom Gorman 2018-01-13T17:37:28+0000 We worked with TEC on a new roof for our house after receiving some hail damage. They helped us walk through the process andIt seems to be okay. It took me a while to wrap it up, assuming how busy they were. Overall, quite happy, more Randy Kelly 2018-01-11T19:19:13 +0000 After judging that our
roof had suffered hail damage, we contacted TEC for inspection. We are lucky. TEC representative Josia should accompany the insurance adjuster to the roof for the first inspection. Josia was able to thoroughly enforce his findings and fine-tune the information obtained by the adjuster. Time was scheduled to install the new roof, less than a few days due to
the weather, and was achieved as planned. We are satisfied with the experience and the final product. I recommend TEC for terrier home center project.read Continue reading Kevin Knapp 2018-01-10T18:56:34+0000 Dave Allen showed less experience of TEC and we were glad to pick them for a new replacement roof for hail. Damage. His inspections, a
meeting of insurance inspectors at home and the installation of a nice-looking roof were top notch. The hourly and professional and crew are very nice and diligent during installation and after cleaning up. I was worried that the replacement roof process would be longer, but the boring boy made me wrong. Excellent work for Dave and the TEC crew. Use them
again with very happy and moment notifications to have them. Kevin Knapp York, Pa 17404read more Read more Fagoon Jung 2017-12-30T16:01:22+0000 A big tip from my friend leads me from TEC to project manager Jason. He is very professional and accommodating. I am very happy with his service. It's certainly five !!!! Read more Becky Maiellano
2017-12-21T21:07:52+0000 We worked with Tyler who did a great job and our new roof looks great! Adam Birli 2017-12-21T19:09:20 +0000 The initial process was great. The inspector came and explained the process to me and came back to see my insurance adjuster, from which it took four months for the workers to come to do the job. They finished within
a great day, but in the process dropped the tools through the roof and it broke the dry walls of my ceiling. They were prompted to arrange someone to fix it for me. More Vicky Carroll 2017-12-21T17:29:30 +0000 My Project Manager thoroughly explained the repair process and handled most contact with my insurance company. Arrive... Promptly cleaned up
the aftetwards on the day of service.read continue Alexis Le 2017-12-20T00:38:22 +0000 My parents' roof was damaged by a hail storm a few months ago. Ryan Senior Project Manager did a great job, guiding my parents through the whole process. Ryan and his crew did a great job of replacing my parents' roof. They were friendly, professional, patient and
made my parents comfortable. They did a great job and completed it in a timely manner. My parents can't say enough what a great project they are with their beautiful new roofRyan! We highly recommend Ryan and his crew at TEC! Thank you for the well done job! 000 Eddie Edward 2017-12-18T21:48:37+0000 I found TEC myself and then they live up to my
expectations. My rep, JT King, was great (event hoesho he's cute.busy). They replaced the entire roof (shingles) and replaced the skylights because JT very wisely checked how old they were and realized there were actually problems addressed by our home insurance policy. So a new free skylight along with a brand spanking new roof. All the flashes were
done right and we enjoyed interacting with them over a short two days. - Bagdasarian read out Ryan Ryan of TEC The Excellent Company, which came after a hail storm in Lancaster and examined the roof to find it. We did so because we damaged the roof and skylight casing and advised us to check with our insurance. Our homeowner's policy covered the
roof of our home. Ryan and Crewe were very efficient and professional in all aspects of their work. Be aware of timely, landscapes and cleanup. We are very pleased with his work and highly recommend him. I was also impressed that I was able to get answers quickly and return calls in short order. He took pictures and explained everything to our satisfaction.
We use the highest quality materials for roofs and skylights. Ryan, thanks for the great work.More Trent L Alexander 2017-12-15T00:40:41 +0000 Beyond satisfaction with the company!!! Strongly and strongly recommended!!! ... They literally did all the leg work!!! Thanks again! followed by Bob Lazar red followed by Teresa Lynn 2017-12-13T17:17:51+0000
We recently replaced our roof with an exterior company. The final product looks great. The roofer had a job done in a day and the cleanup was great. I found one or two roof claws that ended up under our grill. Our only problem is that the original official left the company shortly after we signed the contract. After we got a new job, we got back on track and the
job was done. Read more Filn Katie McDonald 2017-12-13T16:46:32 +0000 roof looks really nice. They go in and out in just one day Lots of compliments from neighbors. Diep Khanh Nguyen 2017-12-13T14:16:10+0000 The company was knowledgeable and did a great job on the roof. Seseri Amaglietta Washington 2017-12-06T23: 50: 09 +0000 I love their
work! Thanks for my new roof! TWC work completed. 12-4-17 Customer Cecilia Washington (very satisfied) Read More Laura Mickey 2017-12-06T00:57:40+0000 My project manager explained all the details of the process and took extra steps to get things right. Cleanup. Could have been better. I trust small details5 stars will be fixed.Read more Curtis
Gregg 2017-12-05T02:10:59+0000 TEC did a great job on my roof. James... I did a great job of finding all the damage and make sure my house and roof were being cared for.read More Tracy Van den Broke 2017-12-04T21:53:39 +0000 TEC replaced our roof in a very timely manner after the hail storm. Joseph, our reps are always fun and helpful、..
Response. We love the new roof!!! Read more Joey Harrison 2017-12-04T19:19:28+0000 My roof was repaired by TEC last week. Yusuf was my sales. person and he was great. He was professional and friendly. I highly recommend this company for roof repair.Read Chris Riddle 2017-12-03T20:09:11+0000 Thank you TEC for a great, hassle-free roof. We
were briefed on the process of getting a new roof and what to expect in the insurance claims process. The roofer completed the job in one day and did a great job. When we asked the question, Dave, our TEC contact immediately responded by phone or text message. The roof looks great! Thank you TEC, we recommend you in the future. More David Allen
2017-12-01T19:08:29+0000 Lee H. Martin II 2017-11-30T01:54:58 +0000 My wife and I were thinking about a new roof one day. J.T. was the second contractor when we stormed out. See us. He told us that he works for our insurance company. He stood up on the roof and saw the damage to the hail and the damage to the wind. We got an insurance adjuster
to check it out and agreed to do the roof. They came out on the first day and prepared a roof that took a lot of time. On the second day, they did all the shingles and were done. Great job. They cleaned up very well and hooked everything with lightning rods.My wife and I were very pleased.Read more Jinyoung Lee 2017-11-29T23:57:36 +0000 I am very
impressed with the service I got from Jason, project manager from TEC. His service is very .. Professional and witty. He helped me with how to work with an insurance company so I could get the services I needed. I am very happy with his service. Thank you very much!! Read more Stacy Markel 2017-11-26T23:04:05+0000 I recently replaced my roof with an
exterior company. Tyler did a great job coordinating with insurance, adjusters and my schedule. He always answered my phone quickly. I am very happy with the roof. Well done work!Read Continue Maggie Cromwell 2017-11-21T21:10:56 +0000 TEC is a five-star company! Their workmanship is amazing! Ryan, the project manager, was a pleasure to work
with. He took care of the details of the day. It couldn't go smoother.read followed by Rosemary Zorilla 2017-11-20T23:14:09 +0000 We recently hadDamaged our roof and we chose TEC to repair it. Ryan is our project manager and coordinated, everything with our insurance company makes the process easy and seamless. Great product, great customer
service and professional attention to detail. Highly recommended! More Kelly Her Weibull 2017-11-17T17:57:01 +0000 I was very happy with my experience with Exterior Company. They worked around my schedule and were very helpful. We will use it again for another roof project.read Continue Nikki Argento Rambo 2017-11-15T20:15:06+0000 TEC is
excellent for working with regard to recent hail damage to our house J.T King J.T King answered all the questions. The work was completed professionally and the cleanup was thorough. We appreciate their help and the quality of the work and we are glad to have chosen them for the replacement of our roof. Billie Jean Fredericks Toper 2017-11-15T03:03:30
+0000 My 20-year-old house just had a facelift - the roof replacement was great! The cleanup is complete - nowhere is it part of the old shingles. From the first contact with Dave to the finished product, the whole process was easy. I can't be happier and more Steve Millwater 2017-11-14T14:50:59+0000 I strongly recommend that I just had a new roof installed
by TEC The Exterior Company due to hail damage. They arrived very friendly. Time answered all my questions and even met with my insurance adjuster. The day crew of the installation there also completed the new roof in one day on time and arrived to clean up completely. I am very impressed! I recommend them for your roof needs. Thanks TEC.read
Continue Steven Koehler 2017-11-12T15: 33: 04 +0000 TEC really facilitated the process for replacing my roof after it was damaged by hail. Dave Allen of TEC We adjusted everything after our first contact with my insurance company. They worked with an independent inspector sent by the insurance company and were on the scene to answer questions
about our claims. The hardest part of our process was choosing the color of shingles. The roof crew arrived and completed the work in one day. Tarps were placed to protect houses and flower beds for the removal of old roofs and the cleanup was great. It was a really easy process for us!Read more Ed Popco 2017-11-08T17:52:05 +0000 Roofs, gutters, and
some window wraps in our house were damaged due to the storm in spring 2017. Contracted with TEC to perform repairs. Sam Martin, project manager at TEC, was excellent at working together. He guided us through the claims process, met with our insurance adjusters, coordinated all repairs in a timely manner, andAnswered all of our concerns, and
immediately all of our questions. We are completely satisfied with TEC and its employees and give their experience dealing with them to the A rating.Deb Wolfemuth Ritchiey 2017-11-05T23:36:51+0000 Salesman was very thorough in explaining the process and work. The work actually done. It seemed very good (I'm not a roofer). I was particularly
impressed with the care taken to cover my flower beds and landscaping. And they cleaned everything up to the extent that when they left, the only thing I could find was one nail. 1!!!! Wow. I'm a neat freak and I'm impressed.Read Willa Kyle 2017-11-05T00:14:25 +0000 I recently replaced my roof and gutter with exterior company and I was very happy with
the job. Josef and his crew got the job done quickly and professionally. I got a buyer for my house the next day!Read more Louise Reardon 2017-11-02T14:19:27 +0000 Our roof was damaged by a hail storm. He made everything easy. We... The men arrived early on Friday morning. They knew what they needed to do. They were very hardworking. They
covered our bushes and flowers. When they were done, everything was cleaned up! We were impressed with them. Our new roof looks beautiful! Thanks to JT and his crew! TEC and JT king are strongly recommended. Just a short PS, our dog Penelope is scared of everyone, but she fell in love with JT. She was near him when he was here. He gets a
thumbs up for that!Read more Ileana Molina Faith Ritzer 2017-11-01T00:30:43 +0000 TEC contracted to repair our hail damaged roof. The agent thoroughly explained the process. The crew was friendly and the work appears to be of high quality. Fault (4-star reason instead of 5) I didn't receive scheduling information - my first clue they were starting my roof
was when I found a trash can in front of my house in the morning. About five minutes later, a representative called and said he might show up that day, and the crew arrived five minutes after he called. It rained the day before and the trash can left the manneri in the garden. Overall, we are happy with the work and we will use them again.More Carol Kessler
2017-10-27T19:13:53 +0000 Some surrounding neighbors found hail damage to their roofs examined by TEC representatives. Our surprise project manager Joe Yarkovsky was assigned our inspection and certainly found damage of importance. He worked with us on our claIm submission to the completion of the new roof. The experience was great because
he kept the process easy and kept us informed of every step along the way. Joe and TEC are strongly recommended for people in need of external improvements.Morris 2017-10-26T17:59:57+0000 Exterior Company has completely exceeded our expectations. The whole team is very professional and very hands-on. Tyler... We stayed on top of everything
from start to finish. The roof looked great and one speck of rubbish was not left behind. A+++ Read Ryan McDonnell 2017-10-26T00:23:03 +0000 We received a new roof last week and love it. Quinn Graham was our project manager and was great. He made it, painless and easy for us to replace our roof. Our roof was a good size and the crew completed it in
a day and a half. I was doing the roof and they did a great job with my book. Thanks to Quinn Graham and TEC employees, Sam Whalen 2017-10-24T17:50:28+0000 In May 2017, many homes in my neighborhood were damaged by severe storms. I have a lot of my neighbors.. Rely on TEC - exterior company to attend storm-related repairs. When all my
neighbors contacted me, I seemed pretty happy with TEC. I then contacted TEC and immediately sent someone to my house. The roof and gutter were damaged. TEC helped me through the claims process and met privately with my insurance co-adjuster. Sam Martin, one of the TEC representatives, patiently answered my question as he explained the
necessary repairs and helped me with the material selection. There was not a single text or email that Mr Martin could not answer. It was refreshing based on my previous experience with contractors. I am very happy with TEC and recommend TEC to homeowners seeking repairs large and small. You will not be disappointed. Daniel J. Whalenred Continued
Guy Dubose 2017-10-23T16:10:48+0000 Everything went smoothly from start to finish. TEC installed our roof in one day. The cleanup was done for my satisfaction. I recommend TEC to those who need a new roof. More Ryan Dragan 2017-10-21T14:57:06 +0000 I replaced my roof and they did a great job. Dave the project manager made sure everything
was taken care of. Use this company.read Continue with Sarah Naylor McPhee 2017-10-17T23:36:17 +0000 We recently replaced our roof with an exterior company. The whole process was easy from the start. Tyler inspected. Showed us our roof and areas of concern to us. He was willing to work on our schedule and then took the time to fully address all
our questions. TEC offers many color options for roof replacement and Tyler chose the one that looks best on the exterior of our house. The crew was efficient and professional on the day our roof was replaced. They did a very thorough clean-up, especially in the area where we walk our dogs. After the crew left, there was an area on the roof that worried us.
Tyler came back and personally inspected our roof and quickly and completely solved the problem. Overall, weNew roof and whole experience. We strongly recommend TEC companies to those looking to replace roofs, sidings or gutters. Read more Laura Cristida Benport 2017-10-17T22:53:38 +0000 Dave was very helpful during one-on-one meetings
discussing expectations and working with insurance and more. Pamela Hart 2017-10-16T22:27:48 +0000 TEC was great, I love my new roof. Joseph was a delight, give him a raise. Ashley Rabuck 2017-10-16T00:26:07+0000 We were very impressed with our experience with TEC. And the crew was fast and effective. I'm still amazed that our roof was done
on one working day, and it's great! I highly recommend TEC to everyone! The turnaround time was impressive, not to mention spotless cleanup from the crew. A very impressive company!Read more Gary Becker 2017-10-11T22:20:58+0000 Quinn Graham, project manager of the Exterior Company, was introduced to us by our daughter after we had a storm
of hail, he came very quickly and examined our roof and found significant damage. Then he led us through the whole process with our insurance company. He was very professional at every step. Once everything was approved, he came and scheduled a roof team that completed the entire roof in one day. The roof team was very careful to protect our
property and very courteous to work with. The cleanup was great. We do not hesitate to recommend this company for an A+ rating. Gary and Diane Red continue Jim Valentine 2017-10-11T20:15:57+0000 We were delighted and surprised at the way our replacement roof project was professionally handled by exterior.Company. Dave Allen always responded
to our calls and texts and guided us through the full process. The roof crew completed the work in a day that surprised us. They did a great job of protecting our siding, screens and plantings. It was thoroughly cleaned up to completion and a beautiful new roof was installed. A really smooth process!Read more Dasan Michael Yergo 2017-10-
10T13:30:22+0000 After returning home from vacation, we noticed a garden sign appearing in the neighborhood. One of them was my neighbor who filled me with the hail storm we had while we were away. I called TEC and didn't get a response from the project manager at first, but I think this was to be expected with all the damage we had in the area. I
called back a second time and they apologized with the explanation that they were flooded with calls. The project manager reached out to me within hours of the second call and received a third call shortly thereafter. They showed they care about my enquiries and want my business. FromThat said, the process was very simple. Tyler was great and familiar
with my insurance adjuster. The appointment was set up fairly quickly to confirm the damage and I was soon cut a check from my insurance adjuster. TEC had planned to replace the roof from September 8 to 9, but when they told us that a birthday party was scheduled for that weekend, they understood and rescheduled it to suit us. They came on the
morning of the 11th and had a roof on the same day. There was some cleanup the next day and they did a pretty good job of cleaning the nails. To date, I've only found one nail and if you're familiar with the work of other roofer, they usually have a lot of debris left. TEC did a great job and they were courteous, understanding and professional. I sincerely
recommend them to those who need to do exterior work on their homes. Read more Rob Frey 2017-10-10T12:57:00+0000 Great company to work with. Tyler was very professional in getting us through the process. They took out insurance. Helped us through the whole process of repairing the adjuster and our roof. The roof was replaced and almost all the
cleanup was done by the time I got home from work. Read more Tony Francis 2017-10-10T00:39:38+0000 We recently had severe thunderstorms and hail damage to roofs and skylights. Joe J stopped by us. Home to provide us with assistance and we were very happy to go with him and TEC. From start to finish, Joe was very informative and did a great job
of walking through the process. The whole process took weeks and the crew completed the roof in a few days. They were quick, efficient, courteous and very clean. Our new roof looks great and I would recommend Joe and TEC to those who know they need the service they provide. Read Continue with Tina Steffeny Oak 2017-10-07T16:23:19+0000 We
worked with Dave Allen throughout the process of replacing our roof. He walked us with great responsiveness and reliability and made it very easy. We love our roof and get a lot of compliments about what it looks like. Great quality work recommends them! read more Dustin Gotchal 2017-10-06T18:10:13+0000 Dave was great as our project manager helped
us work through the claims process with our insurance company. Roof. Going quickly, everyone did a good job. More Elizabeth Sowers 2017-10-04T10:23:23+0000 Great Roof Company! They first came to our house, the day was scheduled and we had the whole roof completed and cleaned up by dinner time. Very nice friendly worker on the roof too:) Read
more RickGinnan 2017-10-02T16:20:43 +0000 These people are great! I'm simply amazed that they can do one whole process.day! More so, I'm surprised at the factThe work is great. Everything was great from start to finish. I was impressed by the fact that everyone goes so many times to clean up very well. Besides the wonderful new roof, you will never
know that they were there. Justin Hofmaster 2017-10-02T13:14:24+0000 I am very impressed with the speed with which they finished my roof in both my house and shed It was all done in a few days.And it looks great!Read more Tara Anderson Chuvron 2017-10-01T16:25:27+0000 Our new roof looks great! Dave explained and answered the process, all of
our many questions. He was great to work with. On the day of installation the workers arrived on time. They were courteous and professional. They worked hard to finish the work. When the work was done, they cleaned the shards and nails in the garden. We are very happy with the new roof. Thank you for keeping this process so simple.read continued
Jennifer Ple 2017-09-29T14:42:39+0000 We were very happy with TEC from start to finish. Dave was great working together and I was very responding. There were questions before, during and after our roof was installed. The crew who came to install the roof were courteous and did an excellent job of make sure they cleaned up all the debris. We love our
new roof and thank you for the attention to detail that this company has shown us! Dave Allen was great - he. came out in response to our call and looked at our roof. He determined that we really had significant hail damage. When our insurance adjuster came to inspect the roof, he came back and we were awarded a cheque within a week for the new roof.
The process was painless. We had to wait a little longer than expected until the work was scheduled, but they knew what was going on because they stayed in touch easily. We couldn't be more satisfied with the company and we love our new roof! more Asif R 2017-09-26T23:09:49 +0000 Silver Spring, We recently replaced the roof through the Exterior
Company of MD. The contact person (Jeremy) was super. Friendly and helpful. The work was quickly scheduled and completed in a timely manner.Read more Kenneth L Cruz 2017-09-26T16:04:17 +0000 The company was very good and very polite and they cleaned up all the junk. Dave Allen explained that it was very good. Everything was very detailed
and also very polite. I recommend this company to those who need a roof.read More Loly Powers 2017-09 -25T19:39:29 +0000 TEC worked with our insurance company to replace our roof, which was severely damaged by a series of hail storms. ... Their excellent ratings, including detailed videos, persuaded insurance adjusters to recommend the totalof the
exchange. The workers were professional and courteous and were able to get the job done in one day. The site was cleaned and within days the litter was removed. I highly recommend TEC to those who need to repair or replace their roof.Read more Lori Stlayer 2017-09-21T20:52:04 +0000 I had excellent service with this company and I highly recommend
their service. Nothing but professional customer service! they are very quick in getting back to you as soon as possible! I received great comments about my appearance from my neighbors. Well done work! Pamela Kurahold 2017-09-13T20:58:25 +0000 We had a great experience at TEC. They inspected our roof, met with adjusters and worked hand in hand
with us. And insurance companies. The whole process is smooth. I recommend it to those with roof damage. Read Continue Ivy Frontanes 2017-09-13T19:53:21+0000 Joss Ereina 2017-09-12T12:27:14 +0000 Dave Allen is very professional and easy to work with. The crew who came to work in our house were also professional and courteous. We are very
pleased with our new roof and service that we have received. We will gladly work with TEC again.read Continue reading Gwendoline Smith 2017-09-08T16:13:16 +0000 the best company for roof repair. Joseph was great, he was very helpful and knowledgeable. Boris Jogic 2017-09-07T18:15:38+0000 These people replaced our roofs, gutters and siding
damaged by hail storms. Joey and Jay explained everything. If any questions were asked after the problem occurred, the steps were included and were available. Heather was very helpful with our questions about the bill. They know their business and work as an efficient team. Excellent job. We are very pleased with their workmanship and recommend TEC
to others. Read more Leigh Anne 2017-09-07T12:18:37+0000 We had a leak on our roof caused by transport and wind damage. TEC and Dave were great. They coordinated with the insurance company, met with adjusters and approved our roof. We strongly recommend them! more John Keefe 2017-09-06T11:41:08 +0000 Tec has made my insurance claim
simple and seamless. Excellent materials and workmanship. I personally looked at the whole installation and I couldn't be happier. Professional managers follow up from start to finish. Thank you, John Kiefered continued Rudy 'Stevenson' Martin 2017-09-04T00:01:30+0000 Dave Allen, the salesperson I worked with was great. He took the time to explain in
very detail, all the questions or .. concern I had. The work crew did a beautiful job and I am very happy with all aspects of their work. Wouldn't hesitate to recommend this company or use them again in the future.Read more Joe Boule 2017-08-31T18:27:55 +0000 We came out to inspect TECRoof and Dave for hail damage in July found a lot of hail damage.
After I filed the claim with my insurance company, Dave took care of everything else, from meetings with adjusters, schedule and installation.Dave said it would be three to four weeks before a new roof was installed, and it was installed in Week 3. The installer was very professional, the roof was stripped off and installed in 6 hours. The installer took every
precaution to protect our flower beds and removed all debris from the installation. It was one of the easier experiences with installers for large projects where I replace the roof. What they say, they do. They really value us as their customers. I... Highly recommend them to those who want to do a very exterior job!More Angela D. Miner 2017-08-30T22:07:32
+0000 Joseph did an excellent job, he is very fun and professional! The company is doing a great job! Kevin Gardiner 2017-08-25T11: 20:08 +0000 TEC has just recently completed our roof damaged by hail. Dave Allen and the roof crew did a great job!. The roofer worked until dark to complete the roof because of the storm that had been expected that night.
TEC exceeded our expectations! Deb Klahold 2017-08-25T01:31:47+0000 TEC is perfect for work and Dave has made the process easier!!! John Grosso 2017-08-22T14:10:37+0000 I called TEC at 9am and they were here in 15 minutes. They explained everything and assisted the insurance company. Thank you Dave Allen for providing a quick service. I'm
a TEC!!!! We recommend reading More Rebecca Lee Booth 2017-08-21T11:57:17+0000 Exterior Company recently replaced the roof, downspout and gutter of our home due to a storm earlier this year. Throughout the process, everyone in the company remained friendly and professional. Dave Allen was our projector manager. He was always able to talk to
me every time I asked a question. He was very knowledgeable and made the process easier. read more Jewel Hunter Despanza 2017-08-18T21:57:37 +0000 I expected the process of replacing my roof to be a tough experience. I was glad and surprised. Joseph is very .. Thoroughly throughout the process. He helped me file a claim with my insurance
company, gave me a valuable opinion on shingles selection, let me know what to expect when the contractor arrived, and followed me up directly on both days of installation to help the team clean up all the resulting debris and see how things were going. I highly recommend this company to those who are considering replacing their roofs.read continued
Andre Cruz 2017-08-17T20:45:57 +0000 Dave and the TEC team did an excellent job on our roof. We definitely recommend them. Lori BrookeI was initially skeptical when a TEC representative rang my doorbell and asked if I wanted you to check the hail on my roof. Damage. The hail storm had occurred almost a month ago and my car suffered some
damage from it, but I never gave an idea to the roof. I agreed he checked the roof and I'm so glad to do it! They filed claims, met with Ajater, went through all the paperwork from the insurance company and helped us throughout the process. Roofing work began on Friday and ended on Saturday. The crew worked hard and we are very happy with the finished
product! Znov Lipe 2017-08-11T18:50:25+0000 We called TEC to check for damage from the hail storm we had earlier this year. He found quite a lot and showed the fact. Our insurance company approved all repairs and TEC got to work! Our contacts walked us through every step and were there when we had questions. Our insurance company did well with
them, and we didn't really have to do much and pay anything out of pocket for incentives to cover our deductions! Continue reading Miki Fisher 2017-08-04T19:29:13 +0000 Joe J. Did a great job guiding us through the process. The crew did a replacement of our roof immediately and it looks great. The cleanup was good and they were very respecting our
property. I recommend them to those who need exterior work.read more Sarah Shepherd Ganz 2017-08-01T15:19:04 +0000 Getting our new roof is so blessed. From the moment Jay stopped by to offer a free consultation to see if it was ours. Roof would qualify for hail damage from a recent storm to the help we received from office staff when we asked
questions, we are very pleased with our experience. Even if we had concerns, James, Sr sales manager came out quickly to get it right. They walked us through filing a claim with our home owner insurance to the end. Those who worked on our roofs respected and had our property in mind, from flower beds to children's planes they found in gutters. So thank
you for our new roof and the minimal cost to us! Oh, they upgraded us to 50 years of shingles at no additional cost, and 10 years warranty on labor! Continue reading Heather Gibson Frederick 2017-07-28T23:42:33 +0000 TEC and James were great to work with. Quick roof installation and good product. Heather Huber Shell 2017-07-19T18:56:46 +0000 I
came out and called Dave Allen to take a look at my roof for hail/wind damage.would come out to let me know that Darren. Darren found damage to our roof and told us how the whole process works. TEC was here when the insurance adjuster was here and it turned out I needed a new roof. Dan called me today to tell me how the process works and what to
expect. Dan and Darren are both professional and knowledgeable. I highly recommend TEC to those looking for any roof needs.Read more Michelle L. McCabe 2017-07-19T01:29:01 +0000 We like the way you did our roof and our neighbors. We are happy with everything. The gutter also looks great. We will be.... I recommend you to our friends. Thank you
very much. Bob and Michelle McCabe of East Prospect Red, Colleen Peters Marshall 2017-07-17T23:21:33+0000 TEC did a great job replacing our roof due to hail damage. We highly recommend them for any roof needs. They worked directly with our insurance company and made it a very simple process! Project manager Joseph Kamil and his crew were
professional and efficient. I have to say, he was very professional and responded very quickly to help us. Insisted and made everything very easy!! Thank you very much!! Read more Kim Ann Marie Schmidt 2017-07-12T00:08:38+0000 I strongly recommend TEC for roof needs. We recently had to install a new roof for Hayl/Storm. Damage. I'm glad I've
worked with this company. Steve Lutz and Blake Aston are very easy to work with. They worked easily with our insurance company. The work is great. Most importantly, the cleanup is great, you never know that our roof was installed just today. We were worried about dogs and landscaping. Everything has been completely cleaned up. We read more Zoe
Silva 2017-07-10T12:33:17+0000 Joseph came to my house and informed me about the hail damage and stayed with me throughout the whole process from day one. I.. Satisfied with my new roof, I recommend Jesse Cole 2017-06-29T16:26:57 +0000 Dave Allen from TEC.read is great! He met with our insurance adjuster and our roof was approved to be
replaced! Read more Tina BeverlyTuell 2017-06-29T14:42:25+0000 Thanks to TEC for our beautiful new roof! completed in time, and the crew cleaned up after themselves. We are very happy!Read more Carrie Whitlock 2017-06-26T19:39:25+0000 We worked with James Defender fur and he was so helpful and so gentle to explain the insurance claims
process.Our roof has been replaced. The roof looks great!Read more Kenneth Boyer 2017-06-19T17:36:07+0000 Our Mount Joy House was affected by the big hail storm of 2017 - we made some calls but really enjoyed TEC. James and his sales team really set us up with a plan and even nailed our damaged roof gutter spout on his first visit (free). The
execution of the plan had some problems, but overall the repairs are complete and things look good. Read more Scott Adams 2017-06-16T18:48:06+0000 I just finished my new roof at TEC and the job was very good. My concern is the amount of roof dust I have to clean and to my shock it doesn't look like any of it. Excellent job and cleaned up to the team
that did my roof, had great work over Lindsay Grind 2017-06-11T02:36:17 +0000 working with Dave Barnes had great experience. Our new roof looks great, the lawn was very clean afterwards, and .. Minimal damage was done to the flower beds. There are no complaints. The price was the best we received and the funding option was a big selling point. I
strongly recommend it. Thanks again, Dave! Read more Mike Brunozzi 2017-05-31T00:04:00+0000 We were wind damaged by the roof. Jason Groff is our project manager and has done a great job for us so far. He is very .. Professional and knowledgeable. It was a great experience working with Jason and TEC on our roof.read continued Karen Bowers
2017-05-28T00:36:09 +0000 The first thing to contact you is very nice, but there was no follow-up at all and no supervision of the project. Some came to check on the work done or to check with me about satisfaction. I'm glad others had a good experience, but I certainly wouldn't recommend them (in Wilmington, NC) to anyone!!! Read more Kevin Moeller
2017-05-24T21:39:18+0000 Jason Groff, exterior company project manager did a great job helping me through the whole claims process.Build. I appreciate all his help and the work done was great. Thanks to Jason, crew and the entire TEC team! I recommend him and TEC to all my friends for home repairs and renovations. More Barb Ekey Green 2017-05-
16T22:24:24+0000 We had a problem with this company and project manager, Jay. We had to fight to get the total cost. Jay never answers our emails and when we called the manager his office manager called us back saying he just didn't know what to say. We have not yet made plans for the roof to be completed and it has been two months. I read Eric
Halfpap 2017-05-12T21:09:05 +0000 very efficient and professional and great job dealing with insurance from start to finish on the new roof I don't recommend them at all!Read more Marianne Crawford 2017-05-03T22:43:55+0000 Wind, rain and hail. Not as bad as Dorothy's trip to OZ, but not extreme enough to require a new roof. I was lucky enough to
happen to TEC (Exterior Company) and they created a bad situation that was not only completely bearable but actually fun to work in. My project manager was James Defenderfer and throughout the whole project I had no problems or troubles at all. From the first meeting to the last nail, the process was painless! The crew was very professional, courteous
and of excellent workmanship. The final cleanup was completed, a new roof was installed, and the paperwork was completed. The best experience ever! Read more Shelley Amspacher 2017-04-10T16:27:20+0000 Christian Newkamer 2017-04-10T14 :32:31+0000 Stephanie Mesman 2016-12-27T01:28:46+0000 The company was very helpful and
professional. The new roof was done in one day! In addition, TEC was able to match our old siding that we didn't think was possible. Overall we were very pleased with the work done.read Continue reading Tammy Higley Hert 2016-12-19T00:20:06 +0000 TEC recently did our roof after hail damage. James did a great job of handling inspections with
insurance companies, and walking us through that process couldn't make it any easier. He was very thorough in the follow-up throughout the whole experience. And when it came time to raise the new roof, they were very quick and did a good job in the cleanup. Definitely use them again with the overall positive experience.read Continue reading Mike
Sabaski 2016-12-16T02:25:14+0000 Account rep James was very professional and I walked through all the steps I needed to take to get my insurance. Once everything was approved, he set up a project for the move and the work took less than two days. The workers did a great job and cleared all the debris. Definitely recommend them for your roof
needs.More Bill Fly 2016-12-12T22:21:59 +0000 TEC installed my roof in 2 days from hail damage. My shrubs and ornaments were protected and the property was clean. When I built the house, my roof had a design flaw, TEC fixed the problem without asking. Jim Defenderfer and his team did a great job!Read more Mike Patton 2016-12-09T22:25:30+0000
We installed a new roof last week due to hail damage. Our project manager, James Defenderfer, worked closely with the insurance co-adjuster and our claims were approved on the spot. James knew closely with me throughout the claims and scheduling process. The roof crew was very professional and very courteous. They have an excellent installation
andClean. The work took two days and James stopped twice daily and stopped again after the crew left to make a final check. I can't say enough about TEC and James. They definitely exceeded my expectations and I would certainly recommend them for any service.Read more Graham Rigby 2016-12-08T20:58:05 +0000 I had a great experience at TEC and
would like to thank our project manager specifically - Joe Jarkowski. After our roof was damaged by severe hail, I called TEC and Joe came quickly, inspected our roof, assessed the damage and walked me through the entire insurance process. The team replaced the roof this week and was excellent: skilled and efficient. They had to remove some new snow
from the roof before replacing it, and we worked on a headlamp later in the evening to finish work before getting more snow that night. Overall - thanks to a very positive experience and a Joe and TEC team to make it so easy. Read Stacy Pearl 2016-12-04T21:41:48 +0000 James worked so easily. He answered our questions and helped us with insurance
companies. Team. Working on our roof it was polite and efficient. We recommend TEC to those looking to replace their roof.read more Georgiananas 2016-11-18T20:11:48 +0000 Exterior Company has made the new roof an easy task. The professionalism and work was great. They... We worked with our insurance companies to ensure a seamless process. I
highly recommend TEC! more Vicky Frey Groot 2016-11-07T01:42:40+0000 A great company to work with! The work is done in a timely manner and the cleanup is .. Thorough. It also helped us navigate insurance regarding our hail claims. The new roof looks great! I really appreciate all they read :) Charlotte Torman :) More Charlotte Torman 2016-10-
19T17:06:58 +0000 James was very helpful in setting up an inspection, lining up two crew members to do two roofs on our property. I was communicating with us at every stage of the road. The crew was efficient and very careful to keep the area clean and safe. If you need a roof, downsprout or ditch, we recommend this company. I am very happy with the
result. I couldn't be happier. Linda Reevesley 2016-09-29T20:41:31+0000 Just going our new roof this week, James was very professional and careful. We stopped while the roof was present, and the day is done at least 4 times. The crew was very neat, courteous and efficient. I strongly recommend this company!! Read more Chuck Jennings 2016-09-
28T02:17:42+0000 Worked with Jamesour roof for hail damage. Very professional and easy to handle. I can see the roof!!!! Read more Tania Cooper 2016-09-26T23:35:09 +0000 from TEC came out to see my roof where Greg was leaking. He informed me of the damage of the hail and suggested filing an insurance claim. Throughout the process of
decideing whether to take out insurance, Greg and Joe knew me and my insurance company. I was always in the loop of what was going on. The work on the roof was completed in one day. Not only did they do a great job, they cleared the furniture on my patio and put it back in place. The entire crew was professional and made sure the job went well. I
absolutely use TEC again (for siding work) and recommend them to those who need their services. They are great to work with. Joey explained every step by step. Jay.. Excellent job answering questions you might have. Even the color of shingles. Communication was 10. They are very family friendly. I introduced a few friends and colleagues. I always
recommend them as number one. Continue reading Jennifer Steffis Davis 2016-09-19T12:54:00+0000 Joey and Jay were very nice and easy to work with throughout the whole process from the start. They.. Informative, knowledgeable and honest! I will continue to introduce and refer many of my friends and neighbors to TEC! Read more Bob Taylor 2016-09-
07T11:21:37+0000 I had good overall experience working with James and TEC to replace our roof for hail damage. They did a lovely job, very professional and responsive. The clean-up after the work was good was also good. The only negative thing is that the worker left some plastic laying on my grass during the afternoon and killed a small place in the
vestiwa that has not yet grown back. When it came, he was of no use. The crew arrived and worked very efficiently. They were very careful not to disturb our planting and they cleaned up enough after that. The whole experience went very smoothly. I highly recommend TEC and had a great experience with more David Ashley Babb 2016-08-
08T16:24:00+0000 TEC, especially if you have the opportunity to work with Lake. Process. Darin Schneck 2016-06-25T15:17:48+0000 I strongly recommend you get the coolest and hardest working people I have ever met!!!! Andres Gallego Diaz 2016-01-31T13: 43: 37 +0000 James was a pro and was available every time we needed him. works
stillSomeday, it did well and clean. They roofed, sided and guttered. I definitely recommend this company.readRead More Donald Gearhart 2015-11-26T16:31+0000 Pavel V. Moldasov 2015-11-0 9T13:36:13 +0000 Shaun Sammon 2015-06-22T19:42T19:42+000 We were replaced in May. Ted was a great help. He led us smoothly through the process, was
always available and helped some interaction with our insurance company. I highly recommend this company! more Varghese Pajicelyl 2015-06-05T00:27:53 +0000 It has been more than a year since they started the project and have not yet completed it. Do not return calls, do not follow up,... They appear every time they like and feel horrible customer
service. Due to the lack of response, I asked the first project manager if I didn't want to deal with you and asked his manager to reach out to me, but the story is the same. During the first work, they scratched my lamp on my brand new deck to move things around and put on shutters that were supposed to replace &amp; paint still pending. Finally, I am
disgusted by these actions, so I will submit to the BBB and also talk to my lawyer to explore other options. Once again, I suggest not using their services due to their lack of response and accountability. More Manny Guaman 2015-06-03T20:50:27+0000 Lynn IE 2015-05-01T02:51:58 +0000 Great company, from start to finish! Drop samples and keep us up to
date at all times. During the project, we cleaned up the site every day, at the end of hard work, professionals, worked weekends and handled everything with insurance companies for us. I strongly recommend them! more Ryan Skeife 2015-04-02T00:24:21 +0000 Read the best company I spoke to. Everyone is a true expert. They finish their work and leave.
Quite... Recommended!Continue reading Barb Brown 2015-03-27T00:35:26 +0000 Ted Davis was very professional. The quality was great and the customer service service was great. I am very .. I recommend them. More Scott Schmidtlinger 2015-03-26T13:23:46+0000 Ted Davis has made the process very easy. The communication was great. The crew
worked quickly and did an excellent job.Steve Cruz 2015-03-25T15:38:27 +0000 I couldn't be happier with the work done by Ted Davis and the Exterior Company! I would recommend Ted to anyone looking to finish the job and if in the future we need to do something in our house to know who I am calling. Thanks again Ted Davis and exterior
company!Continue reading Steven Werner 2015-03-05T15:08:21 +0000 No complaints from me when dealing with Exterior Company. Nice job at both my house (roof/gutter) and my mom.home (roof/siding/gutter). Very receptive,Even in a very busy time for all the hail storm damage, more Lisa Coe Gallic 2015-02-04T20:19:43+0000 just installed a new roof
and Ryan Reinhart was professional from our first consultation. The call was returned immediately and the crew was quick on time during the installation. I highly recommend them to potential customers.Read more Josh Trenble 2014-12-21T19:36:04 +0000 Exterior Company started working at my home in Wyomising after a hail storm - in May. They
completed the roof. Siding quickly, and at the beginning of August. I haven't heard from them since. Assume that the project manager has not returned a call in a few months and that the project manager no longer worked because the voice mail was full. However, the head office has not returned my phone either. I'm just looking for some shutter, screen and



finishing work - basically finish the project and move on. The quality and work has been good, but customer service /terrible! I wouldn't recommend exterior company to anyone.More Ryan Rygard 2014-11-30T07:45:52+0000 Amy Victor Evans 2014-11-15T18:51:29 +0000 You were out about a month ago for a new roof. Great looking roof and then clean up
and great job. James... Defender Fur was great to work with! Thank you very much everyone. More Margo DeRoutie 2014-07-09T23: 49: 13 +0000 Read excellent customer service! I was very impressed with Ted Davis. He took the time to overhaul everything, and he pays close attention to the work that needs to be accomplished. I can tell you that he is
passionate about the company and he cares about his customers! Check it out. Harry Brown III 2014-06-06T20:41:14+0000 Evelyn Batista 2014-05-23T16:28:49+0000 Linda de Frank 2014-05-23T14:32:1 2+0000 Clint Green 2014-04-30T02:14:35+0000 Brittany Kaufman 2014-03-25T21:42:03+0000 Margo Bear 2013-12-2 8T15:17:40+0000 Sean Nayfert
2013-10-21T01:36:28+0000 Tonya Lynn 2013-09-13T04:11:48+0000 Vaggelis Stelgio 2 013-06-22T12:06:57+0000 Eco-Placetio 2013-06-05T05:48:16+0000 2013-06-05T05:48:16+06+0000
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